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Methodology

EarthRights International (ERI) began documenting human rights abuses connected to the Yadana gas project in 1994, collecting witness and victim testimony in Burma (Myanmar) and on the Thailand-Burma border. This report draws primarily on original research and investigations collected by ERI from 2008-2009 in Burma and along the Thailand-Burma border. ERI interviewed current residents and recent refugees from the pipeline region, defected soldiers from the Burma Army and Navy, former expatriate staff on the Yadana Project, current and former International Labour Organization Burma staff, and shareholders and investors in Total and Chevron. This includes well over one hundred formal interviews as well as a numerous informal contacts and field reports. This report also draws on several hundred other pertinent interviews conducted by ERI in Burma and on its borders from 1994-2009.


This report references documents that became public through the 2004 partial trial of the lawsuit Doe v. Unocal, a landmark human rights case in which ERI, representing Burmese villagers, sued Unocal in US court for the company’s complicity in human rights abuses along the Yadana pipeline.

The research area for this report represents 40 villages in the pipeline area. These include 15 villages that the consortium recognizes as “pipeline villages” (Zinba, Michaunglaung (old), Michaunglaung (new), Eindayaza, Khaw Hlaing, Kyat Shut, Kaleinaung, Kanbauk, Ohbingwin, Pyin Gyi, Mi Chaung Ei, The Chaung, Kaung Mu, Zardi, and Paung Daw), and 25 other villages in the pipeline area that are not recognized by the consortium as “pipeline villages” (Ya Pu, Law Ther, Alersakan, Kwethonenyima, Singu, Pyingyi, Ler Gyi, Karen Shin Ta Pee, Burmese Shin Ta Pee, Yebone, Pwa Shin Ma, Min Tha, Nat Gyn Sein (Plaw muga), Maw Gyi, Ma Ya Chaung, Chaung Sone, Ta Line Ya, Nan Gye, Sin Thay, Ta Hlaing Myaw, Nein Lein, Paut Pin Gwin, Ma Yan Chaung, Maung Nen, Kyat Ta Yan).

ERI’s research indicates that human rights abuses perpetrated by the Burma Army’s pipeline security battalions providing security for the Yadana Project and the companies extends well beyond the 25 villages that Total and Chevron recognize as within their sphere-of-responsibility, as they define the “pipeline corridor”. Therefore, this report also draws on interviews with residents and recent refugees from these pipeline-affected villages.

ERI attempted on multiple occasions to meet with representatives of Total in-person or receive written responses to specific and general issues around the Yadana Project, both after the release of the 2008 ERI report The Human Cost of Energy, and prior to the publication of this report and the complementary ERI
report *Getting It Wrong* (September 2009). To date, these efforts have been unsuccessful. Total has not met with ERI nor responded to specific questions that were faxed and emailed by ERI to Total’s management (*See Appendix B*). ERI has met and communicated with CDA Collaborative Learning Projects (CDA), a Massachusetts-based organization hired by Total to visit Burma and the pipeline area to help the company better understand its impacts. These discussions helped inform this report.

Finally, ERI maintains communications with various stakeholders inside and outside of Burma who for security reasons cannot be identified.
# Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOW</td>
<td>Arakan Oil Watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANU</td>
<td>Australian National University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Associated Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCA</td>
<td>Alien Tort Claims Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEW</td>
<td>Burma Economic Watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>CDA Collaborative Learning Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDF</td>
<td>Ethnic Community Development Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERI</td>
<td>EarthRights International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIA</td>
<td>Environmental Impact Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERM</td>
<td>Environmental Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EITDA</td>
<td>Extractive Industries Transparency Disclosure Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EITI</td>
<td>Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBR</td>
<td>Free Burma Rangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPIC</td>
<td>Free Prior and Informed Consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRIA</td>
<td>Human Rights Impact Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB</td>
<td>Infantry Battalion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>Internally Displaced Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURFOM</td>
<td>Human Rights Foundation of Monland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNU</td>
<td>Karen National Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOGAS</td>
<td>Korea Gas Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kt</td>
<td>Kyat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIB</td>
<td>Light Infantry Battalion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOGE</td>
<td>Myanmar Oil and Gas Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCGUB</td>
<td>National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBER</td>
<td>National Bureau of Economic Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PONREPP</td>
<td>Post-Nargis Recovery and Preparedness Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSC</td>
<td>Production Sharing Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTT</td>
<td>Petroleum Authority of Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTTEP</td>
<td>Petroleum Authority of Thailand Export and Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWYP</td>
<td>Publish What You Pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIA</td>
<td>Social Impact Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPDC</td>
<td>State Peace and Development Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGM</td>
<td>Shwe Gas Movement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Acronyms cont’d

TB  Tuberculosis
TBBC  Thailand Burma Border Consortium
Tcf  Trillion cubic feet
UN  United Nations
UNDP  United Nations Development Programme
UNSC  United Nations Security Council
US  United States of America
US$  US Dollar
WDI  World Development Indicators
Since the early 1990s, one of the world’s most controversial development projects has impacted a remote section of military-ruled Burma (Myanmar), and has been a subject of confusion to investors and policymakers worldwide. Traversing Burma’s Tenasserim region, home to a number of ethnic groups, the Yadana gas pipeline to Thailand operated by Total (France) and Chevron (US) continues to be linked to severe human rights abuses committed by the Burma Army providing security for the companies and their pipeline. New evidence also suggests that the project’s billion dollar revenues have contributed to high-level corruption and authoritarianism in the country: This report provides original and detailed calculations of these revenues, reveals their offshore location, and raises important questions about the relationship between the military regime’s increasing gas revenues and its overall authoritarian behavior.

Historically, Total and Chevron have denied responsibility for the well-established negative impacts of the Yadana Project, including bold claims to have eradicated abuses in the local project area, such as forced labor. The oil companies are also misinforming the international community about the effects of their socio-economic program in the pipeline corridor.

EarthRights International releases this report and its companion, Getting It Wrong: Flawed “Corporate Social Responsibility” and Misrepresentations Surrounding Total and Chevron’s Yadana Gas Pipeline in Military-Ruled Burma (Myanmar), to provide clarity and direction for those stakeholders and policymakers committed to improving corporate behavior and the lives of the people of Burma.

Total and Chevron continue to share an exceedingly close relationship to the notorious Burma Army, a required and unspoken feature of doing business in Burma’s extractive industries. This reality of doing business with the Burma Army gives companies little to no opportunity to avoid complicity in the foreseeable behavior of their business partner and thus a company’s decision to proceed with a large-scale development project in military-ruled Burma is in itself a dubious choice with serious ethical and legal dimensions.

Apart from the direct human rights impacts of their project, Total and Chevron have generated an increasingly hefty profit for the Burmese regime, known as the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). Contrary to conventional analysis suggesting that support from China has enabled the generals of the SPDC to ignore international and domestic pressure to change, this report demonstrates that Total and Chevron’s pipeline project has been a leading external contributor to the Burmese military regime’s political intransigence. Through multi-billion dollar profits generated from the Yadana Project since 2000, the SPDC has the material wealth that enables it to both ignore pressure from western governments and to deny the democratic demands of the people of Burma.

This report also reveals for the first time the questionable role played by Singapore, which has allowed the generals of the SPDC to store their ill-gotten gains in two banks.

---

1 In 1989, the ruling military regime changed the name of the country from “Burma” to “Myanmar,” which is closer to the historical, Burmese-language name. At that time, the regime also unilaterally changed place names: “Rangoon” became “Yangon,” and so forth. EarthRights International refers to the country as Burma.
within its territory while the people of Burma continue to live in abject poverty amidst the lowest social spending in Asia.

Local communities in Burma know all too well the harsh truths of large-scale “development” in their country and the lucrative incentives perpetuating the ruling generals’ repression and authoritarianism. The investment community and policymakers deserve to know the truth as well, and as a matter of urgency should act on it.
Two western oil companies are currently partnered with the Burmese military regime in a remote corner of southern Burma (Myanmar) on one of the world’s most controversial development projects: The Yadana Gas Project by the France-based Total and the US-based Chevron. *Yadana*, which means “treasure” in Burmese, is a large-scale project that transports natural gas from the Andaman Sea across Burma’s Tenasserim region to Thailand, where it generates electricity for the Bangkok metropolitan area. The gas is transported through an overland pipeline that passes through the dense jungle and rugged terrain of a secluded and environmentally sensitive ethnic area in southeast Burma.

From the project’s beginning, the Burma Army has been tasked with providing security for the companies and the pipeline and has committed widespread and systematic human rights abuses against local people.¹

EarthRights International (ERI) has been documenting human rights abuses related to the Yadana Project since 1994, and new evidence collected through 2009 attests to the on-going violent abuses committed by the Burma Army providing security for the companies and the project. Abuses include extrajudicial killings, torture, and other forms of ill-treatment; widespread and systematic forced labor; and violations of the rights to freedom of movement and property.

Based on new and original evidence, this report further documents the Burma Army’s role in the construction phase of the Yadana Project as well as its continuing connection to the companies and the pipeline. Rather than acknowledge its inherent and close relationship with Burma’s armed forces, Total has traditionally denied the connections between its company and the Burma Army in its project area, raising important ethical questions about the company’s willingness to misrepresent its material risks to investors and shareholders.

In addition to the localized human rights impacts in the pipeline region, the Yadana Project has been a significant factor in keeping the Burmese military regime financially solvent. This report documents for the first time the aggregate revenue generated by the Yadana Project for the ruling SPDC, from 2000 to 2008. Rather than contribute to Burma’s economic development, the billion dollar revenues from the project have instead contributed to high-level corruption: the revenue is not accounted for in Burma’s national budget and according to reliable sources it is stored in two offshore banks in Singapore. Moreover, there are apparent correlations between the SPDC’s increasing financial wherewithal and its overall authoritarian behavior.

While the severity and seriousness of the human rights and financial impacts of the Yadana Project are logical focal points of concern, the environmental impacts of the project cannot be discounted. This report presents information that details serious problems with Total’s Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), a document which ERI obtained through US courts and which is now part of the public record; details of which are published here for the first time.² Villagers in the pipeline corridor also report ongoing adverse impacts associated with an ill-conceived environmental protection group established and supported by Total in the pipeline corridor.
Rather than acknowledge or attempt to mitigate these and other known impacts of the Yadana Project, Total CEO Christophe de Margerie has publicly told critics to “go to hell” and instead focused resources on public relations, including claims that the Yadana gas has made neighboring Bangkok a cleaner city.\(^3\)

Total has also systematically whitewashed their complicity in abuses and authoritarianism in Burma in three key ways: first, and most directly, Total has commissioned a number of impact assessments by the US-based CDA Collaborative Learning Projects (CDA), which the corporations tout as evidence that the Yadana Project hurts no one and benefits many. These impact assessments and their fundamental flaws are the subject of the ERI report *Getting it Wrong* (2009). Second, the companies repeatedly misuse both these impact assessments and third-party reports and statements, asserting that others support their claims that there are no abuses in the pipeline area. Third, the companies promote their local “socio-economic” program and declare that it provides economic, educational, and health benefits to every person in the pipeline corridor.

While many of the companies’ socio-economic efforts might be desirable in theory, local villagers argue that these programs have not worked the way the companies claim they do, if at all. Moreover, ERI has found that the true effectiveness of these local projects have never been independently or fully examined and verified; and regardless of the effectiveness of these programs, they do not exonerate the companies from accountability for complicity in human rights violations and they do not erase the deeper national impacts connected to the revenue stream from the Yadana Project to the SPDC.

Total and Chevron’s impacts in Burma are profound. ERI makes several specific demands of the companies and calls on the corporate and investment community and policymakers to seriously consider the ethics of Total and Chevron’s operations in Burma, and to heed the recommendations included at the end of this report.
Part I: TOTAL ABUSE: Continuing Human Rights Abuses along the Yadana Pipeline

“The situation in our village was very good before Total worked here. We did farming, raised cattle and worked on our plantations peacefully, so our lives were better. After Total came, we were forced to go porter, carrying things for solders, we were forced to work on many things. Our farms and garden were destroyed and our durian and rubber plantations were gone with the pipeline.”

- Local villager in the Yadana pipeline corridor, 2008

a. Background to the Project

The Yadana Natural Gas Project in Burma is operated by Total (France), Chevron (US), the Petroleum Authority of Thailand (PTTEP), and the Myanmar Oil and Gas Enterprise (MOGE). The Yadana Project officially began in 1992 when Total signed a contract with the Burmese military regime to develop offshore natural gas fields in the Andaman Sea. The gas deposit, called Yadana, holds approximately 5.3 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of natural gas. It was originally discovered in the early 1980s but lacked financing for the remainder of the decade. After a bidding process around 1991 that included Total, Unocal, the Thai company PTPEP, and MOGE, Total signed the 1992 PSC. Unocal—now Chevron—formally joined the consortium in 1993, followed by PTTEP. In February 1995, PTTEP’s parent company, PTT, signed a 30 year sales agreement to construct the pipeline across a remote, ethnic region of Southeast Burma, and to purchase the Yadana gas for Thailand’s domestic market. In Burma, the pipeline covers a mere 60 kilometers (40 miles) overland; a length that defies its attendant militarization and severe impacts.

Meanwhile, a separate consortium of Petronas (Malaysia), Nippon Oil (Japan), PTTEP, and MOGE operate the Yetagun Project, which was constructed around the same time as Yadana and exploits a separate natural gas field also in the Andaman Sea. Like Yadana, the Yetagun gas is transported to Thailand through a pipeline. The pipelines follow virtually identical routes onshore in Burma, and converge to one pipeline at the Thailand-Burma border.
b. A History of Earth Rights Abuses

In 1996, ERI published *Total Denial*, the first comprehensive report on the impact of the Yadana Project, providing detailed information and evidence of forced labor, forced portering, killings, torture, land confiscation, and other human rights impacts of the pipeline. Based on firsthand documentation and testimony collected in Burma and on its borders, ERI has since published six additional advocacy reports and a variety of other publications exposing ongoing human rights and environmental abuses connected to the Yadana Project.9
Beginning in 1996, Burmese villagers took action to sue the companies in the United States and in European courts for complicity in forced labor, murder, rape, and crimes against humanity. ERI was co-counsel in the US case against Unocal Corporation for the company’s role in abuses committed by the Burma Army connected to the Yadana Project. In 2005, the company compensated the villagers in a historic settlement. Likewise, a lawsuit brought by Burmese villagers in France against Total for complicity in forced labor was also settled in 2005.
As a result of public awareness of the ongoing human rights abuses connected to the companies’ project in Burma, both Total and Chevron have been subject to numerous shareholder resolutions, advocacy and divestment campaigns, and consumer boycotts worldwide, initiated by a variety of non-governmental, civil society, labor, and religious organizations.13

Within this historical context of abuses, this chapter documents the current and ongoing human rights impacts connected to the Yadana Project and committed by pipeline security battalions. The evidence collected by ERI in 2008-2009 and documented in this report includes widespread and systematic forced labor; violations of the rights to freedom of movement, and property; extrajudicial killings, torture, and other forms of ill treatment.
c. Ongoing Human Rights Impacts of Total and Chevron’s Project

“Before the company, the situation was normal. No military presence, no forced labor.”
– Local resident, Michauglaung Village, 2009

“The work we have to do for the military is still happening.”
– Local resident, Michauglaung Village, 2008

i. Systematic Violations of the Right to be Free from Forced or Compulsory Labor

Forced labor is defined as “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily.” The use of forced labor is prohibited both by international treaties and customary international law and is recognized as a modern form of slavery. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights calls for a prohibition on all forms of slavery, which includes forced labor. Under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, forced labor can be prosecuted as a crime against humanity when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.

Forced labor is also prohibited under Burmese law, which renders the requisition of forced labor illegal and makes its use a criminal offense. Moreover, as a member of the International Labour Organization (ILO), Burma is obligated to uphold the ILO’s eight fundamental, or core conventions, including the Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, (ILO No. 105), which prevents the use of forced labor “as a method of mobilizing and using labour for purposes of economic development.”

ERI has documented the widespread and systematic use of forced labor by Burma Army pipeline security battalions providing security for the companies and the Yadana Project. Recent investigations confirm that forced labor by pipeline security battalions continue to occur in at least 40 villages in the pipeline area. The nature and patterns of reported cases have been consistent and systematic.

This report documents instances and ongoing patterns of forced labor on Yadana Project-related infrastructure, including on: security barracks along the pipeline and on local roads; forced security in villages and over portions of the pipeline itself; forced labor on Burma Army plantations in the Yadana pipeline area; and forced labor in the form of “taxes” paid in-kind by local villagers to the Burma Army.

Forced Labor via the Village Head

Forced labor in Burma and in the pipeline area is typically procured in a particular and systematic way: The Burma Army Infantry Battalions (IBs) and Light Infantry Battalions (LIBs) that provide security for the Yadana Project commonly send verbal or written or-
ders to the village head requiring them to gather a certain number of workers. One worker from each household, usually, or enough workers to complete a given task are then gathered and put to task. 24 As one villager from Zinba Village told ERI, “the orders [for forced labor] come from the soldiers through the village headman.” 25

The “village head” is thus a difficult and unpopular position of local distinction in Burma’s villages and in the pipeline corridor. In the pipeline region and in other parts of the country, village heads are commonly selected by the villagers themselves through appointment or nomination. The village head is required to manage the Burma Army’s demands for food, money, and labor from local villagers, and must persuade villagers to comply with those demands, facing sometimes violent repercussions from the Army for non-compliance. According to one former village head in the pipeline corridor:

I used to be a village headman [in a pipeline corridor village]. Our village is close to the military camp so often the military would come to our village and ask for a meeting. Being a village head is something that in our village people don’t want to be too much, since you have to deal with many things and many people…So in our village the village head will keep change in every one or two year. 26

Another former village head added: “Nobody wants to be a village headman because we often have to talk to the soldiers and do not get any payment. I myself I had to become a village headman once. We rotate the village head on a rotational basis.” 27

Another villager from the pipeline corridor added a testimony consistent with numerous reports from the pipeline area, saying that the village headman was “severely beaten by the soldiers by gun because he complained to the soldiers about the order to move our village.” 28

**Forced Labor on Project-Related Infrastructure**

Forced labor on project-related infrastructure is often demanded by pipeline security battalions, including the building of pipeline battalion barracks and Burma Army facilities, and in maintaining roads, bridges and other pipeline-related transportation infrastructure. One local resident explained to ERI how a barrack for the local police in the Yadana pipeline village of Zinba was recently constructed with forced labor, at the behest of pipeline security battalion 410:

Since early 2009 I’ve [witnessed] Burmese soldiers from LIB 410 that are stationed near our village ask our village to build a new police camp. The soldiers ordered villagers to build a new camp in late March. The land where they set up the new camp belongs to [two local villagers]. I did not hear that they got any compensation for it. The soldiers ordered villagers to help build it. Villagers had to cut bamboo, wood, and leaves for the building and at the same time they had to build it too. I heard them use the word ‘help’ rather than ‘forced.’ They said “loh-ah-pay.” I don’t know why, but I think they don’t dare use the words ‘forced labor.’ 29
ERI also documented in 2009 forced labor in the construction of another police barrack, in Ya Pu village. On May 25, 2009, villagers from Ya Pu reported that the police station officer U Nyunt May ordered villagers to provide bamboo and leaves for the roofing of a new police barrack. The villagers were not compensated, nor did they have the option to refuse the work.

Villagers in the pipeline corridor have also been forced to maintain the barracks of pipeline security battalions. In May 2009, officer Ba Lay Nyi Nyi Soe from pipeline security battalion 282 ordered villagers to cut bushes and grass at the LIB 282 barrack in the pipeline corridor. This was not an isolated incident: villagers are now required to maintain the landscape surrounding the LIB 282 compound once per week.

Villagers have also been forced by the Burma Army to work on roads constructed by Total. According to a villager in Zinba Village:

> In our village, we have one road that links to Kaleinaung Village, which is about a mile and a half away. Foreigners constructed it a few years ago and the road is level with pieces of rock. Now we have to maintain the condition of the road. [My] friends and I are in charge of looking after the road. The village head told us to do this. We do not get any payment; we have to do it free, but by doing this we don’t have to go for other forced labor work.

Far from being unconnected to forced labor, at times Total appears to have abetted it:
Another villager recently added, “[in] our village there is a car road built by the company and each year because of flooding we have to repair it.” Compounding these human rights violations, villagers are forced to maintain the road but are not fully allowed to use it:

We had to repair the holes in the road. The road was used by villagers and the company as well. However, usually we were told not to ride [our] bullock carts [on the road] so much since the road can easily be destroyed by bullock carts. So, often people do not use the bullock cart to travel on the road. We often need to go to Kaleinaung to buy things. So we usually take motor bike taxis and if I do not have money then I usually walk…The village head advised us not to travel with bullock carts as the road can be easily destroyed.

Other villagers explained to ERI that they have been forced to work on another road constructed by Total, the Eindayaza-to-Kanbauk road:

Total constructed the Kanbauk-Eindayaza road….The road was just destroyed by the [non-Total] company cars and buses carrying heavy equipment. Villagers do not even own cars. The road was constructed five years ago. It’s just a soil road. Cars, motorcycles and bullock carts can pass on it. The villagers have to fix it when it gets damaged.
Likewise, villagers have been forced to dig trenches, or canals, along both sides of the Ye-Tavoy road from Ya Pu to Law Ther.\textsuperscript{38}

Other villagers told ERI how the Burma Army providing security for the pipeline and the companies forced them to provide transport without compensation:

I used to own a motorbike for a couple years and often I had to drive the authorities around, soldiers and village headmen. I usually did not get paid, not even for fuel. Often the Burmese soldier would come and ask me to drive them to any place where they want to go...We have to keep these Burman soldiers happy.\textsuperscript{39}

**Forced Farming**

Forced labor has been used widely by pipeline security battalions on agricultural projects, particularly in planting *jatropha* – also referred to in Burma as the castor plant or physic nut – or *kyet su* in Burmese.\textsuperscript{40} This is part of a nationwide bio-fuel program aimed at building an alternative source of energy for the country, as well as a new export. It has had widespread human rights impacts and the phenomenon, which we term “forced farming,” has been referred to as a fiasco by civil society groups from Burma.\textsuperscript{41}

The forced farming in the pipeline corridor began in 2006 and is widespread. ERI documented forced farming of *jatropha* in nearly every village surveyed in the pipeline area since 2006. It is reportedly occurring in every village in the vicinity of the Yadana Project. According to a current resident of a pipeline village:
Villagers are forced to purchase seeds from the Burma Army, plant and cultivate them. Currently the villagers have to plant [jatropha] for the SPDC. The order came from the SPDC in Ya Pu to the village head and the village head told the villagers to plant [jatropha] plants. The seed of two tins is between 50000 – 60000 Kt [US$50-60 dollars] and the villagers have to buy the seeds, clear the area for plantation, and plant it for SPDC too.42

Another villager added, “[We] have to buy the seeds and plant this for the SPDC. The SPDC did not pay any wages.”43 Another villager in Michauglaung Village explained to ERI:

[Jatropha] plantations are happening everywhere and we have to go all the time to work on them. We have to plant [it] for the military. We have to buy the seeds and plant them for the military.44

Roadside jatropha plants, planted with forced labor in the pipeline corridor behind a fence constructed with forced labor
© EarthRights International, 2009

The Burma Army in the pipeline area has also confiscated local peoples’ land and then forced villagers to prepare the land for rice cultivation for the pipeline security battalions. Villagers in Zinba explained to ERI how in 2005 the pipeline security battalion 410 confiscated 10 acres of villagers’ land, failed to give villagers any compensation, and has since forced villagers to plow the land with their oxen. “Each day, two set of oxen with their owner had to plow for the soldiers. Each time it took three days. To finish over 10 acres of land it took about a month and the villagers arranged to do it on a rotational basis.”45 They were not paid for their work, nor could they refuse the work.46 Another villager added:
It was in 2005 and [the soldiers] demanded it from the villagers. The villagers did not want to give it but the soldiers forced them so they had to give their land to them. I own oxen and a cart – last year [2007] at the beginning of the rainy season my husband had to go plow for the soldiers at their farm. They told us that we would get money from the village head. We had to go twice...But we did not get any money.47

Villagers have also been forced to plow land for the Navy battalions that provide offshore security for the pipeline and the companies. In 2008, villagers were forced to plow 10 acres of land for the Navy using their own buffalo. “When we finished [plowing 10 acres of land] we asked the [pipeline security] officer about [payment],” said one villager, “and he said our village head would arrange it for us, but we did not get any money from the village head either.”48

Pipeline security battalions have also threatened food security of local villagers by demanding rice without payment. In Zinba, pipeline security soldiers have ordered the villagers to provide them with rice through the village head. “The village head had to go around the village and ask villagers for one basket of rice from each house and give it to the LIB 410.” These instances, which appear to reflect an official policy, were particularly difficult on villagers in 2007, when there was major flooding in the area around the Yadana Project that limited the yield of rice.50

**Forced Security**

Local villagers, both inside and outside Total and Chevron’s designated pipeline corridor, have been forced by pipeline security battalions to provide security in their villages or over areas of the Yadana pipeline. This forced security has taken four identifiable forms: forced labor to build security facilities such as sentry huts; required attendance at abusive security training programs; forced sentry duty in the village; and forced sentry duty along the pipeline.

In late 2008, one villager from Michauglaung told ERI how he was forced by the Burma Army to provide nighttime security in his village along the Yadana pipeline:

We also have to do nighttime security— one night for three hours, once every two weeks. There are two groups— one in the beginning of the village, the other at the end of the village. If you fall asleep you have to provide [approximately 3 kilograms] of chicken [to the Burma Army]. Sometimes they beat you up, and you have to do one day of forced labor.51

Other villagers explained to ERI how they had to construct sentry huts for pipeline security soldiers:
Villagers from the pipeline area explained to ERI how they were forced to attend abusive militia training programs at which villagers were severely beaten by Burma Army commanders in front of local villagers. In the village of Law Ther, for example, a villager described being beaten by a soldier from the pipeline security battalion 409 after he was late in arriving to a forced-militia-training. He and another villager were beaten in front of the other forced participants in the training: “Because we had to travel so far, we were late by about less than an hour, and he was angry at me and he beat me several times. He also beat my friend who was there for the training too.”

The trainings have become notorious amongst local villagers. Some residents, upon hearing that villagers from their village will be forced to attend these trainings have opted to flee to the Thailand-Burma border rather than participate. As an additional abuse, other villagers are required to financially support the villagers who attend the militia trainings, causing financial strain.

Villagers explained to ERI how they provided security over the Yadana pipeline itself:

We also had to work on the Yadana pipeline...We were forced to stay at the sentry hut and keep watching for any suspicious things or actions. We had to work on this kind of forced labor by rotation and one person from a household had to go for it. Usually, there were three persons that had to take responsibility at one sentry hut...We had to prepare everything for possible use in this sentry hut. We all have to bring tools and food from our house. I usually brought candles, fire, and food with me to have
in the sentry hut. We had to take responsibility about 24 hours in this sentry hut and always had to be alert and keep watching the surroundings all the time…If we were caught sleeping by the patrol soldier, we would surely be beaten or scolded. If we would like to sleep, one or two people have to keep watching…We could not refuse to go for this. If we are not free in the time of our duty, we have to find a replacement by hiring someone. There are many elders around 60 years old and children under 18 years old being forced to work this kind of forced labor. As for me, I had to work for this kind of forced labor many times.  

Likewise, a villager from Zinba recounted:

Following the completion of building the sentry post, every day the villagers have to provide security guards. Each time five villagers have to go as a group and fulfill their duty. The orders come from the soldiers through the village headman. He calls a village meeting and tells us about it. We have to stay at the sentry post day and night…Each time it takes two days and two nights. It is arranged in a rotation and I myself have been there two to three times already. It takes only about two weeks between rotations to get back to my turn.  

**Arbitrary Taxation in the Form of Forced Labor**

The ILO recognizes that forced labor is sometimes used as a tax, and requires the progressive abolition of the practice. In the interim, it sets out very specific conditions to be met to maintain the legality of this practice. ERI has documented systematic, arbitrary taxation of local people by pipeline security from at least 2003 to 2009, typically in the form of a “tax” paid in-kind to the military by local villagers. When the Burma Army enters a village, they often require local people to pay them money, as well as to provide them with in-kind materials, such as food, drink, and accommodation. One current villager told ERI:

We can not say ‘no’ to them because we would suffer in saying this word. They don’t care whether we are rich or poor, women or children, widow or elders. We all have to pay them, as they demand.

If villagers cannot afford to pay the military, they have been required to perform forced labor as a substitute, and vice versa, and when villagers cannot afford to conduct forced labor due to the financial strain it causes, villagers have simply left their village or been kicked out. According to one villager:

I had witnessed one family that was kicked out of their village because they could not provide forced labor. Their only warning was given three times by the village head…Now there are many poor people in their village and most people want to leave the village but just don’t know where to go.
**Total’s Attempts to Combat Forced Labor: “Complaint Boxes”**

Total claims that they have undertaken serious efforts to combat forced labor in the pipeline corridor, yet the way in which these efforts have been carried out are highly questionable. Total does not facilitate local villagers’ use of an official complaints mechanism about forced labor to the ILO, pursuant to Order I/99 and the renewed “Supplemental Understanding” between the SPDC and the ILO. Instead, Total has initiated an unofficial mechanism using so-called “complaint boxes” in the pipeline villages. These boxes were aimed to provide an avenue through which villagers could make anonymous complaints about forced labor to Total in their village, and they were intended to be administered by the staff of Total’s socio-economic program.

Total claims it has categorically resolved the matter of forced labor in the pipeline corridor (“[T]here is no forced labor in the pipeline region”

64), relying on the unauthenticated, self-proclaimed results of the “complaint box” program and CDA’s findings on the issue, which is a subject discussed in detail in the ERI report *Getting it Wrong* (2009). As of August 2009, on its website Total claimed: “[A]ccording to the ILO, the only region in the country in which forced labor has ceased is the area in which the Yadana gas pipeline was built.”

65 This statement was exposed as untrue in an August 12, 2009 article in *Islam Online* by freelance journalist Rajeshree Sisodia, in which the ILO publicly refuted the claim, saying “as we understand it, forced labor is still being used [in the pipeline corridor]” by the Burma Army.

66 Total then quietly removed the statement from its website.

An ILO representative quoted in another article further refuted Total’s claims to have eradicated forced labor in the pipeline corridor, insisting, “It would be unfair and inaccurate to say that the pipeline area is forced-labour free.”

68 Moreover, ILO representatives have repeatedly told ERI that Total’s claims to have eradicated forced labor are inaccurate and untrue, as documented in the aforementioned ERI report.

69 A former representative of the ILO told ERI that the ILO has “never had information that suggested [forced labor is] eradicated in the pipeline corridor.”

70 Local people also refute Total’s claims of success and tell ERI that the complaint boxes did not have any meaningful effect, and that they still have to do forced labor for pipeline security battalions. Indeed, the complaint mechanism is perceived by people on the ground as an ineffective tool which either fails to bring complaints to the attention of the company, or simply puts complainants in jeopardy with the local authorities, who routinely punish villagers who express dissent from the Army’s demands on them. As one villager from the pipeline village of Eindayaza told ERI:

People put complaints in the complaint box but nothing changed so people grew tired of it. The people who check it are from the socio-economic program. The complaints are about forced labor…The Burmese authorities are supposed to report it to the top management level, so it seems the information does not get to where it should [because forced labor continues]. There is one box in each village. There is no answer from the company. They’ve been there for six or seven years. They check them only when they come to the village, so about once a month. Once, the complaint somehow did reach the top – it was in the news – so the military came and [told the villagers not to] do it anymore. I’m
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not sure what the subject was but I think it was about forced labor. They
called a meeting with the villagers and also went through the village
head. It was Battalion 273. The village head was afraid. The village
head said that if complaints are filed, we will suffer, so you decide. 71

Another villager noted how the complaint boxes are no longer in his village:

“In the past, there was a complaint box, but now I do not see it anymore.” 72

Apart from being ineffective, Total’s established mechanism effectively restricts
information on complaints from reaching the ILO, other organizations, and the wider
public, thus limiting negative publicity and minimizing the companies’ reputation and
liability risks, at the expense of the Burmese people.

ii. Violations of the Rights to Freedom of Movement

“We cannot freely move around.” 73
–Local villager, 2008, Kaleinaung Village

The right to freedom of movement is a basic human right established in numerous
international treaties and conventions. 74 It includes the right to move freely within
one’s country, the right to leave one’s country, temporarily or permanently, and the right
to enter one’s country, regardless of legal status. These rights may be also considered
protected under customary international law, meaning that Burma is bound to respect
and protect them, regardless of whether it is signatory to the major international treaties
or has ratified the right in domestic or international treaty law. 75 This right is essential
for people fleeing repressive political systems and abusive governments; in this case, for
those fleeing the abusive pipeline security battalions.

From 1996-2009, ERI has documented violations of the rights to freedom of
movement against local villagers in 40 villages in the Yadana pipeline area at the behest
of Burmese pipeline security forces. Local villagers routinely risk imprisonment, beatings,
and other repercussions from pipeline security forces for leaving their village, effectively
restricting their freedom of movement. To date, at least 14 different infantry battalions
have performed pipeline security duties, 76 two of which have been known locally as
“Total Battalions.”

Reports from pipeline villagers indicate that there are significant periods during
which villagers are not allowed to move freely, and other times when their movements
are less restricted by local pipeline security forces. 78 There are times when movement is
restricted by pipeline security battalions who suspect villagers are in communication with
the Karen National Union (KNU), an armed opposition group that has fought the central
government for autonomy and self-government since 1949. 79 At times this restriction
is in the form of overt orders and threats from the Army to villagers; at other times the
threats are implied.

For example, in July 2009, the entire village of Yebone was prevented from leaving
their village for several days by pipeline security battalion 410 who suspected that the
villagers provided material support to the KNU in the form of voluntary taxes and food. 80
In 2008, a man from Eindayaza told ERI that a family member was jailed for almost one year and subjected to hard labor for traveling to the Thailand-Burma border. “He was accused of having connections with the [KNU] and foreigners.” Upon his return to his village along the Yadana pipeline, this man’s brother was jailed, held without charge for eight months, subjected to hard labor, and denied any adjudicative proceeding. His family later lost their house to a pipeline security battalion for reasons that ERI was not able to confirm.

According to local villagers, the Burma Army securing the pipeline are adamantly opposed to villagers traveling outside the villages in order to prevent them from having contact with the outside world or, as mentioned above, with non-state opposition groups; the military regime generally deems both foreigners and most non-state armed groups as a threat to military-political rule and in the case of the Yadana Project, a potential threat to pipeline security. One villager said simply, “The military tells us not to talk to outside groups, and they are very strict to the village heads.”

Pipeline village heads are in a particularly difficult situation. There are several documented cases of village heads suffering persecution from the Burmese authorities regarding the unknown whereabouts of the residents of their village. According to a current resident in the pipeline village Eindayaza:

If we leave the village we have to be very careful. The village head fears that people will stay on the border and he will be punished [by the Burmese authorities] for that. Sometimes the authorities will call a meeting. The military will ask [the village heads] ‘why don’t you know where your villagers are?’

Rather than tell the truth about leaving their village, residents have simply lied to authorities to avoid persecution, or have left clandestinely. “We don’t dare tell the truth about leaving the village. The village heads dare not say people are coming to the border.”

iii. Violations of Property Rights

“Often when we got into [pipeline] villages our officers would just have villagers or village leaders provide them with food and drink.”
– Defected pipeline security child soldier, 2009

“We can no longer do farming around our village because we don’t have existing land anymore.”
– Local Villager explaining land confiscation by the Burma Army securing the Yadana pipeline, 2009, Eindayaza Village

The right to property is recognized explicitly in international human rights law and includes the right to have one’s property free from arbitrary interference by the state. Violations of property rights by pipeline security forces against local people in the Yadana pipeline corridor have been widespread and systematic and have been well-documented by ERI in nearly every village affected by the Yadana Project. In 1996, 2001, 2003, and 2008, ERI documented widespread and systematic instances of arbitrary taxation and
confiscation of property by the Burma Army providing security for the Yadana Project.91

This report confirms that such violations continue to occur unabated today in the pipeline region. Multiple villagers and defected soldiers recently confirmed to ERI that pipeline security soldiers simply “take whatever they want from the village shops,”92 and then tell the shop owners to seek reimbursement from the village head—who in turn taxes the whole village to cover the expenses: a “tax” poor local people can ill afford.93

Other villagers reported that pipeline security soldiers requisitioned their bullock carts or motorbikes for transport purposes. Villagers were not compensated in these instances.94

Still others reported pipeline soldiers routinely took food, drink, and money from local people. This is particularly difficult on the villagers, many of whom struggle to support their own families let alone those of local LIBs. As one villager from Kanbauk told ERI, “We all had to pay them, as they demanded.”95 Another villager told ERI, “We have to pay money every time the solders come into the village.”96 And another said, “It becomes a habit of welcoming the Burmese soldiers.”97

Land confiscation by pipeline security battalions is also reported in the pipeline area. Villagers told ERI about the prevalence of military-run plantations, most of which exist on confiscated land. According to a resident of Michauglaung Village, “The military are taking the land from villagers instead of helping the villagers.”98 Another villager from Eindayaza Village explained:

There are about 180 households in the village. Most people in the village now are daily workers. In the past they had their own plantation land but they had to give it away for the government’s palm plantation project and for the gas pipeline route. Now only a few people are left with some plantation land.99

Villagers explained how land confiscation has threatened their food and economic security. According to one villager, “Due to the military’s palm plantation project our villagers face hardships in that we can not find a place to grow rice and fruit for ourselves.”100 Another villager added, “Before, villagers could raise cows and buffalos but now we can not because the military took many of the villagers’ lands. If your cow or buffalo get into the military’s palm oil plantation, they kill it.”101

Villagers also report being coerced and threatened into signing their land over to the authorities. One villager recounted how the authorities were preparing to construct a road from the Navy base to a shipyard that would traverse through the lands of villagers in the pipeline area. Villagers were told they would receive compensation provided by the authorities and Total, and signed a document stating as such. However, approximately three months later villagers were summoned by the Army. A villager from the pipeline village Ohbingwin told ERI:

Army officer Saw Khun Chow from the headquarter base came to us with a file and he asked us to sign a paper related to the compensation [we were supposed to receive]. But before we signed it we looked at the paper and it said, “without forcing from anybody, this land is donated to the country,” so nobody wanted to sign it. We talked to the office about it and when we refused to sign it the officer took out his gun and pointed it at us, saying “if you don’t sign it I will shoot you now.” So we all had to sign it.102
These instances of illegal confiscation of lands and property are not only in breach of international law and human rights standards, but the impacts of these activities are particularly dire for populations in the pipeline area who live in extreme poverty and suffer from food insecurity.

iv. Violations of the Right to Life and Security of Person: Killings, Torture, and other Ill Treatment

“On Friday they took him back to Ya Pu and they killed him.”
– A local person recounting a killing by pipeline security battalion 273, interviewed in 2008, Ya Pu Village

The right to life is fundamental to the enjoyment of all other human rights. It is well-defined in international human rights law and includes the right to be free from extrajudicial, summary, or arbitrary execution. The prohibition on extrajudicial execution is codified in numerous treaties and conventions, and it has been identified in the United States as a crystallized principle of customary international that is binding on all nations, as well as on private parties acting in complicity with or under color of law of public officials.

Since 2005, ERI has documented several killings by Burma Army pipeline security soldiers in the Yadana pipeline corridor. Most recently, an ethnic Mon villager was killed by a pipeline security soldier in LIB 406. In late March 2009, soldiers from the pipeline security battalion 406 entered and stationed themselves in Kyaung Sha Gwin, a village which Total does not recognize as within its sphere of responsibility but which suffers some of the Yadana Project’s worst impacts as security battalions conduct pipeline-related security. While looking for food and vegetables, one soldier reportedly encountered a villager whom he shot and killed for reasons unclear to ERI. The villager was from Alhersekan village. The soldier apparently reported the killing to the village head of Alhersekan village, who later found the dead body of the villager. The victim was a male ethnic Mon. According to information obtained by ERI, the Burma Army soldier was apparently not questioned, tried, or punished.

In 2008, several villagers from the village of Law Ther in the pipeline region told ERI that pipeline security battalion 273 killed at least one villager in 2005. A local villager described what happened:

[He] was arrested on Monday, August 15, 2005, at noon. LIB 273 ordered him to come...After he arrived at the car road, the soldier tied him and they took him to [another villager’s] house. On Tuesday they took him to [a factory] and the soldiers tied him and beat him and questioned him there...I saw that they had tied his legs and feet and were using a log to torture him. I asked him, “What did they do to you?” But he did not tell me; I think he was worried that I would be afraid. But I could see his knees and legs were covered in injuries. When I asked him “Why did they arrest you?” he was about to answer but the soldier came back and ordered me to leave.
On Wednesday they took him to Ya Pu village. Then on Thursday they took him to Kanbauk village. On Friday they took him back to Ya Pu and they killed him. Two soldiers from LIB 273 came to [his] house and they said they need[ed] to search [the] house...They were looking for something in the house, and they looked everywhere, but they could not find anything. After an hour of searching they left without finding anything. I learned that they suspected [him] of having connections with an opposition group because the Burmese soldiers heard it from some other villager. So they came to [the] house and looked for something but they could not find anything to support that.108

After taking this man to Kanbauk, where the companies’ pipeline headquarters are located, the pipeline security soldiers killed him in Ya Pu, only miles from the pipeline.109 During this time, at least one other villager was captured by the soldiers but managed to escape; he now fears for his life if he returns to his village.110 He told villagers he would have been killed if he had not escaped.111

In 2008, ERI documented the killing of a boy from Shin Ta Pi village in 2007 by soldiers from pipeline security battalion 408. After soldiers clashed with elements of an armed opposition group, they encountered the boy on his farm as they searched for opposition forces. They captured and killed him.112 These soldiers apparently have not been prosecuted or punished in any way.

In another case, villagers explained to ERI that in 2007 seven villagers – four from Ya Pu and three from Law Ther – were captured by pipeline security battalion 273 after being suspected of links with an armed opposition group. According to one villager, “Four escaped on the way and three were taken to the military camp and questioned. They killed one of them.”113

These recent reports of extrajudicial killings are consistent with previous instances reported by ERI.114

Violent beatings and torture are also common violations committed by pipeline security battalions. Several villagers explained to ERI how they faced beatings from pipeline security battalions for a variety of reasons: for sleeping while conducting forced nighttime security over their village or the pipeline;115 for speaking to foreigners who inquired about sensitive issues, such as forced labor;116 for leaving their village;117 and for unapparent or arbitrary reasons.

In one case on March 10, 2009, pipeline security battalion 406 arrived at the Nat Ei area after patrolling the Yadana pipeline area. At approximately 8:00am a local man walked through the village holding a simple one-shot musket on his way to go hunting, which is a common possession and practice. He had no knowledge that the soldiers were in the village. Several soldiers saw the man, took him to their officer and proceeded to question and beat him abusively. An eyewitness noted:

An officer from LIB 406 beat him with his stick that he carries when he travels. It was about five times that he hit him. [A neighbor’s] wife and kids saw this happening as they were in a nearby hut cooking and preparing breakfast.118
Part II: TOTAL CONNECTION: The Direct Connection between Total, Chevron, and the Burma Army

“With the knowledge I have now I would never have gone to Burma…[I] condemn Total, as they were very well aware what was going on.”
– Former Expatriate Yadana Project Worker,
February 14, 2009

Total’s contract with the Burmese regime places responsibility for security in the Army’s hands. This chapter documents and explains the historical and ongoing connection between the Army and Total in relation to the Yadana Project, and also reveals new evidence obtained by ERI documenting the link between Total and the Army during the construction phase of the project.

Prior to the pipeline project, Burma Army soldiers were not generally present in the region and there were no permanent bases in the area, with the exception of occasional visits to the area by soldiers from Infantry Battalions 25 and 104. As planning of the project began in the early 1990s, thousands of state security forces entered the pipeline area. Human rights abuses began immediately. As the US Department of Labor noted, “the chosen pipeline route required the [SPDC] to assert effective military control over the region before construction across the inhospitable terrain could begin.” This resulted in “a significant increase in the number of Burmese army battalions stationed in the pipeline area since 1993.”

As of 2003, the militarization in the Yadana pipeline area alone included at least 39 military outposts, camps, barracks, or bases and thousands of soldiers on duty at any given time. Interviews conducted by ERI from 2003-2009 confirm that at least 14 military battalions still operate in the pipeline region and that the Burma Army is still providing pipeline security. Moreover, Total has confessed to certain parties associated with the United Nations that the company must rely on the Burma Army for security and that it is impossible to work in Burma’s extractive industries without partnering with the Burma Army, which is a fact ERI has long-documented.

The relationship between the companies, the project and state security forces was acknowledged by Unocal in a May 10, 1995 Unocal “briefing document” which stated that “according to our contract, the government of Myanmar is responsible for protecting the pipeline. There is military protection for the pipeline and, when we have work to do along the pipeline that requires security, then military people will, as a matter of course, be nearby.” Former Unocal CEO Roger Beach was asked about this briefing document and in a deposition for the Doe v. Unocal litigation he testified that:
It is my understanding that the Union of Myanmar was going to provide general security in the area of the pipeline, in its capacity as the sovereign government of Myanmar. I have no understanding with regard to whether or not Myanmar had a contractual obligation to provide such security, or whether the security provided by Myanmar was provided pursuant to any contract.\textsuperscript{129}

Total has never publicly acknowledged the reality of the company’s true relationship with the Burma Army. Rather, ERI has confirmed that Total and Chevron commonly tell investors the Burma Army is not connected to the Yadana Project in any way, which is simply untrue.\textsuperscript{130}

a. The Burma Army’s Connection to Total During the Construction Phase of the Yadana Project: New Evidence

A previously unreleased Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) commissioned by Total in 1995, which was obtained by ERI through the \textit{Doe v. Unocal} litigation, demonstrates significant militarization during the construction phase of the Yadana Project, with soldiers stationed along the entire pipeline route:

There were military camps every 500-800 m along the route with perhaps two or three soldiers stationed at each one. There was evidence of fires, bamboo shelters and plastic bags, etc…indicating that they had probably spent at least a couple nights there. As the team progressed along the Titkha [sic] pass, these camps were abandoned thus the military presence with the [assessment] team numbered some 12-20 personnel by the time helipad No 2 was reached.\textsuperscript{131}
However, to this day, on its website Total claims that during the project’s construction phase:

The Army was not present on the worksite, where security was managed by Total and its subcontractors, but troops were operating in the general area to keep guerillas from getting close to the site. Via MOGE, the state-owned oil and gas company, Total was required to keep the Army regularly informed of how work was progressing and where teams were operating.¹³²

Photographs recently obtained by ERI from a former expatriate worker on the Yadana Project provide further evidence that well-armed Burma Army soldiers were present on the worksite during the construction phase. This confirms facts that ERI has long-documented through the testimony of local villagers, previously obtained photographs, and through internal company memos.¹³³

The three following photographs were taken in 1996 by a former expatriate employee on the project, east of Kanbauk during the pipeline construction phase. These pictures violated Total’s explicit prohibition against photographing the area by any and all Yadana Project staff.¹³⁴

Pictured left is an expatriate surveyor on the right, one expatriate and several Burmese workers in the middle and left, a bulldozer making its way through the bush to clear the pipeline path, and a camouflaged Burma Army soldier marking his position in the woods.

The on-site Burma Army presence during the Yadana Pipeline construction
© EarthRights International/Yadana Worker, 1996

Pictured left is the same group of surveyors and on the left are two well-armed Burma Army soldiers. The picture on the next page shows a pickup truck manned by armed Burmese soldiers leading a team of Yadana Project surveyors following in a truck.

Well-armed Burma Army troops on-site at the Yadana Project
© EarthRights International/Yadana Worker, 1996
According to the expatriate engineer who in 2009 provided these photos to ERI:

These soldiers were no passers by as this clearance is still leading to nowhere. To get out of here was quite a walk back, so if they were on the road to somewhere they certainly would not be here. The only reason that they were here is that they had to be.¹³⁵

This former Yadana Project worker claims further that, “The Burmese soldiers were never far away. We were always escorted by them and in the field they would never be further away than approximately 100 metres,”¹³⁶ adding that, “at all times we were escorted by security forces and army personnel.”¹³⁷

Numerous other direct links between Total, the Yadana consortium, and pipeline security battalions during construction have been documented by ERI. This includes forced labor used to build helipads, which were expressly for the pipeline project,¹³⁸ forced labor to clear the pipeline route and road sides, and to maintain roads.¹³⁹

One villager who was forced to build a project helipad during the construction phase told ERI:

I saw the foreigners with my own eyes when I was working there [on the helipad]. While they were looking at the work site and got in the car and moved around I saw them... I saw they were talking to the soldiers while we were working at the work site... The soldiers were guarding us... There were about 400 to 500 people at the work site. They [were] Mon, Burman, Karen...¹⁴⁰

The company implicitly acknowledged their link to the Burma Army by making payments to local people who were forced to work on infrastructure related to the project.¹⁴¹ Total also provided material support to security battalions, including medical assistance,¹⁴² boots,¹⁴³ equipment,¹⁴⁴ food,¹⁴⁵ and money.¹⁴⁶
b. Ongoing Direct Connection between Total, the Burma Army, and the Yadana Project: New Evidence

Total’s denial of its direct link to the Burma Army not only contradicts well-documented project history, but also current evidence collected by ERI. Defected soldiers recently explained to ERI that their express mandate continues to be to protect the companies and the Yadana Project. In 2008, a defector from pipeline security battalion 273, who began his “career” in the Burma Army at age 13, described his mandate:

When I first arrived to the camp the commander told us that we are here to protect the foreigners who are working on this project. [We were told] it was a 30 year-long project and the country got half and the foreigners got half of the benefit. And after 30 years the foreigners will leave and we will have all these supplies and we will continue to have all of this. So it was important for us that we are working for our country by providing security for these foreigners who work on this project.147

In 2009, another defected soldier explained to ERI how he was forced into the Burma Army and then forced as a soldier to provide security for the Yadana Project. His experience is particularly illustrative of the wide ranging human rights abuses and negative impacts the Army carried out in connection with providing security for the Yadana Project. This soldier, while selling food to support his family in Burma’s former capital city of Rangoon, was apprehended by the authorities for no apparent reason, locked in a cell at the Rangoon police station, and given one option: join the Army. He was 15 years old. He told ERI:

[I was] afraid and agreed to join the soldiers. The next day they sent [me] to [the] training camp. We were not allowed to communicate with our relatives. At that time, I don’t think my [family] knew that I was arrested and put in the Army. We were in the training for about four and a half months. During that time I got no visits from my family members.148

This child soldier routinely faced severe treatment from senior soldiers during his training: “recruits” like him who attempted to flee the four-month training program were often tortured. “The punishment included burning their feet with fire so they couldn’t run again,” he recalled.149 Upon graduating Army training, he was sent to the Yadana pipeline corridor, where he patrolled the areas surrounding the Yadana pipeline for the companies and the project. “Relating to pipeline security,” he told ERI, “we often had to patrol [the pipeline] and sometimes take the sentry guard [over the pipeline].”150

As a member of pipeline-security battalion 282, he routinely conscripted villagers during his pipeline security detail and used them for a variety of forced labor, including forced portering. He recalled, “There were many occasions when we [patrolled] around in the jungle and if we saw villagers working in the field, if needed, we’d always order them to carry things for us. When we’d get to the place where we wanted to be, then we’d let them go.”151
He told ERI that battalions often conscript porters to carry loads through the jungle and between villages:

When we patrolled [the pipeline] area we sometimes stayed in the village and sometimes stayed in the jungle. We often asked villagers to carry things for us when we traveled; we used to ask people to carry things for us from place to place. When we got to the next village we’d ask for porters and when we’d get to another village we’d let the group go and then ask for another group in that village. The [number of porters] we’d take depended on how far and where we were going. If we went around in the jungle it could take 2-3 days but if we traveled from one village to another village, depending on distance between the villages, sometimes it could take half-day or less or even one day. Usually porters that we got in the western area were [ethnic] Mon and Tavoyan villagers.152

This former child soldier also told ERI how soldiers commonly take food and drink from local villagers, corroborating one of the most common violations that ERI has documented in the Yadana pipeline area since 2003: “Often when we got into [pipeline] villages our officers would just have villagers or village leaders provide them with food and drink.”153

ERI also spoke to a recently-defected Burma Navy soldier regarding his mandate to protect the Yadana Project offshore: “I mainly did security [on the sea] for the... pipeline...I didn’t know who we were securing the pipeline from – who the threat was.”154 He went on to explain the common Navy practice of confiscating fish, gas, or money from local fisherman, adding:

The officers in the Navy said we’re officially licensed pirates of the sea, licensed by our country, so we can do whatever we want on the sea, so we can hunt down fishing boats and take what we want. So we did that, but it all went to the officers.155

Local villagers are still dealing with the unwelcome addition of soldiers to their village, ushered into the area by the Yadana Project. According to one villager in 2008:
The soldiers keep coming to the village until today. About two to three soldiers come each time and they pick the vegetables, fruit and other things of the villagers’ without permission. And they also come to ask villagers to plant jatropha to cut the forest and do other forced labor...the forced labor is still going on and on.156

These testimonies and hundreds of others collected by ERI detail ongoing patterns of abuse around the Yadana pipeline that are widespread and systematic. The abuses are not random, isolated instances as Total has claimed, but a pattern indicative of a policy or practice of pipeline security battalions.

c. Inconsistent Statements from Total Regarding its Connection to the Burma Army

While Total for the most part publicly denies the connection between the Yadana Project and the Burma Army, inconsistent statements highlight how even within the company there is recognition of its link to the Army.

Internal discussions from the companies that came to light through the Doe v. Unocal partial trial reflect the undeniable connection between Total and the Army dating back to the 1990s. A Unocal (now Chevron) Vice-President described discussions with Total about “the option of having the [Burmese] Military provide protection for the pipeline construction and operation...”157 A 1996 memo from a Total executive to Unocal acknowledged the, “[b]y stating that I could not guarantee that the army is not using forced labour, I certainly imply that they might, (and they might)...”158 A panel of judges on the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit assessed this and other evidence and likewise found support for the conclusion that Unocal aided and abetted forced labor.159

However, on its current website Total both confirms and denies that the Burma Army presence in the area is connected to the Yadana Project. In one section of their website, the company effectively acknowledges the Army’s connections to the Yadana Project, claiming the company “was aware of the burden that the troops’ presence might put on the villages near the pipeline.”160 Yet, elsewhere on the site, the company refers to a “temporarily heightened military presence”161 in the Yadana pipeline corridor. In some cases, the company contradicts this altogether and denies any links between the Army and their project, claiming “[t]he Army’s activity was entirely unrelated to the project.”162
Part III: CONTRIBUTING TO CORRUPTION AND FINANCING AUTHORITARIANISM: The Yadana Project Revenues

Since commercial production on the Yadana Project began in 2000, natural gas production has been the largest single source of income for the SPDC and the linchpin supporting the regime’s financial viability. Based on new and original calculations, research, and analysis of the revenue generated by the Yadana Project, EarthRights International concludes that the Yadana Project has contributed significantly to high level corruption in Burma, and that it appears to have contributed to overall heightened authoritarianism by the SPDC.

Conventional wisdom suggests that the Burmese military regime is impervious to political change because it enjoys economic and political support from China, a country which refuses to apply economic sanctions on the country and which vetoed a UN Security Council draft resolution on Burma. China’s political support for the SPDC at the UN is problematic and cannot be discounted, nor can its increasing investments in Burma’s mining, oil and gas, and hydropower sectors.

However, this chapter challenges common assumptions that China is the lead external actor perpetuating authoritarian rule in Burma through economic and political support. Based on the enormous amount of revenue generated through Yadana natural gas production relative to Burma’s economy, this chapter suggests that Total and the Yadana consortium have contributed to the intransigence of the SPDC more than any other external contributing factor. As a result of the multi-billion dollar revenues generated by the project, the Burmese regime can not only afford to ignore international calls for change, but also the democratic demands from the people of Burma, who in 2007 participated in nationwide demonstrations that were violently suppressed by the Burma Army.

The second party enabling the SPDC to ignore pressure to change would arguably be Singapore, which allows the military regime to store billions of dollars of natural gas revenue in two banks located within its territory, revealed below. The third most relevant party contributing to the intransigence of the regime is of course Thailand, which purchases Burma’s natural gas through the Yadana and Yetagun pipelines and makes payments directly to the Burmese regime.

This chapter documents and explains in detail the magnitude of the Yadana Project revenues, and demonstrates its relationship to high level corruption and prolonged authoritarian rule in the country.
a. The Yadana Project Revenue

The SPDC’s foreign-currency reserves, which were at crisis levels in 1998, were reported to be at over US$1.2 billion in 2006, as high as US$2 billion in 2008, and reportedly US$3.6 billion in 2009, a figure much lower than the amount of revenue generated by Burma’s natural gas exports to Thailand.

In *The Human Cost of Energy* (2008), ERI estimated the enormous amount of revenue that the Yadana Project generated directly for the Burmese regime in 2007. Those calculations were based on statements from the companies and documents released during the Unocal litigation. Revised calculations from ERI included in this report update those figures.

According to ERI’s most recent estimates, at the end of 2007 the Yadana Project generated over US$3 million daily or US$1.1 billion annually. ERI estimates that nearly 75 percent of the Yadana Project income goes directly to the military regime. In 2007, this amount would have been approximately US$795 million. In 2008, due to the increased price of gas, ERI estimates that the annual Yadana Project income was US$1.7 billion, of which an estimated US$1.02 billion went directly to the military regime.

Since the Yadana Project began commercial production in 2000, ERI estimates that the project has generated approximately US$7.58 billion in revenue. After a 30% tax imposed by the SPDC and production costs (estimated at 10% by ERI) are deducted, Total has earned approximately US$483 million from the Yadana Project, Chevron approximately US$437 million, and PTTEP approximately US$394 million. The SPDC has earned approximately US$4.83 billion from the Yadana Gas Project since commercial production began in 2000 (see Table 1).

| TABLE 1: YADANA PROJECT REVENUES 2000-2008 |
b. The Yadana Project Contributing to High Level Corruption: Gas Revenue in Two Offshore Banks in Singapore

The IMF and other sources have independently noted that the SPDC does not accurately include gas revenue in its national budgets. Reportedly, the SPDC includes gas revenues in the budget at the 30-year-old official exchange rate of 6 kyats (Kt) to the dollar, while the current black market rate is over Kt 1,000 to the dollar. According to a confidential IMF report obtained by ERI, which confirms these assertions, 70 percent of Burma’s foreign exchange revenues were from gas exports; but the report notes that natural gas revenue has had a “small fiscal impact” and “contributed less than 1 percent of total budget revenue in 2007/08, but would have contributed about 57 percent if valued at the market exchange rate.”

If the gas revenue were managed properly it could largely eliminate the country’s fiscal deficit.

In simplistic terms, the military regime receives revenue for its natural gas exports in US Dollars. It then exchanges that revenue into its national budget at an exchange rate of Kt 6 to the dollar, rather than the more accurate market rate of Kt 1,000 to the dollar. Based on that model, of the US$4.83 billion in earnings from the Yadana gas since 2000, the Burmese regime would have included Kt 28.98 billion (or US$28.98 million) in its national budget instead of Kt 4.83 trillion (or US$4.83 billion). That leaves approximately Kt 4.80 trillion (or US$4.80 billion) mysteriously unaccounted for in the national budget. That is, approximately US$4.80 billion of the US$4.83 billion of the SPDC’s Yadana revenue is not included in the national budget.

EarthRights International’s sources indicate that the Burmese military regime’s portion of the Yadana Project revenue, generated from the peoples’ natural resources, is located in two leading offshore banks in Singapore, well known as the repositories of funds of regional governments and diaspora communities: the Overseas Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC), which holds the majority of the revenue, and DBS Group. The OCBC is Singapore’s longest established local bank and one of the largest financial institutions in the Singapore-Malaysian market with total assets of $183 billion, according to the bank. DBS Group is one of the largest financial services groups in Asia and the largest bank in Singapore as measured by assets. These transactions are facilitated by Burma’s state-owned Foreign Trade Bank.
c. The Yadana Project Revenue Contributing to Heightened Authoritarianism

Commercial production of the Yadana Project began in 2000, but official construction of the project began in 1995. Since that time there are apparent correlations in the country between increasing Yadana Project revenue – or in the case of the years preceding 2000, the prospect of enormous revenue – and overall trends in the SPDC’s authoritarianism. This section is intended to raise important questions about the relationship between the military regime’s increasing financial viability and its authoritarian behavior, and the possible causal role of the Yadana Project.

Overall, the human rights situation in the whole of the country has deteriorated since the Yadana Project began. The ILO has confirmed that forced labor has increased in the country and is worsening; the SPDC’s immediate neglect and obstruction of aid to the victims of the devastating Cyclone Nargis was well-publicized; while instances of rape, torture, and extrajudicial killings, particularly in ethnic areas, continue to be documented by the United Nations, governments, and NGOs.

Since the Yadana Project went into commercial production in 2000, the country has also tightened politically. The SPDC has continued to suppress political dissent, most notably through the ongoing house arrest, trial, and conviction of Nobel Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi, while over 2,000 political prisoners languish in the country’s prisons. In 2007, Burma experienced its largest national uprising since 1988 when nationwide pro-democracy protests began in part because the regime had increased the domestic price of natural gas by 500 percent, the very commodity exported by Total and Chevron. Civilians and Buddhist monks flocked the streets en masse, and the Army waged a brutal and well-documented campaign of suppression. In 2008, in the immediate wake of devastation by Cyclone Nargis, the SPDC held a referendum on a constitution crafted by the military, what Human Rights Watch referred to as “a sham process aimed at entrenching the military.”

Since 1996, the SPDC has doubled the deployment of battalions in eastern Burma, in the somewhat general vicinity of the Yadana Project, with about 249 permanently based LIBs. This has resulted in widespread and systematic attacks on civilian populations. There are at least one million internally displaced persons (IDPs) country-wide, and as of November 2006, the total number of IDPs who have not been able to return, resettle, or reintegrate are at least 500,000. There have been refugee outflows, and an estimated 3,000 ethnic villages have been destroyed by the Burma Army in eastern Burma alone. In June 2009, an estimated 3,000–6,400 ethnic villagers fled eastern Burma into Thailand from violent Burma Army attacks intended to gain a foothold over the country’s eastern ethnic territories. In August 2009, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees confirmed another 30,000 ethnic Kokang refugees fled Shan State in northern Burma into China after the Burma Army advanced on and surrounded their territory, which for two decades has been controlled by the Kokang armed group. In Shan State, the Kokang and surrounding areas are in the vicinity of the planned transnational oil transport and Shwe gas pipeline project led by South Korea-based Daewoo International and the state-owned China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC).
Moreover, billions of dollars of natural gas revenue in offshore bank accounts in Singapore raises deeper questions about the authoritarian nature of the Burmese military regime with regard to its social neglect of the people. Despite the increasing mineral wealth enjoyed by the military junta from the Yadana Project, social spending in the country remains at the lowest levels in Asia. According to a 2009 confidential IMF report obtained by ERI, “Per capita GDP [in Burma] has stagnated for most of the past five decades, social development indicators are below regional standards, and poverty remains widespread. Very low levels of public expenditure on health and education limit progress on human capital development” (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Selected Social Indicators: Burma and Neighboring Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public health expenditure</strong> (percent of GDP, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infant mortality per 1000 live births</strong> (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIV Prevalence</strong> (percent of ages 15-49, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public expenditure on education</strong> (percent of GDP, 2004-2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School enrollment ratio, Primary</strong> (net, 2006-2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Population below poverty line</strong> (percent of population 2004-2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: International Monetary Fund

In particular, the people of the Irrawaddy Delta remain in dire need of direct services and humanitarian relief following the devastation of Cyclone Nargis in 2008. Rather than facilitate and contribute to humanitarian relief and recovery, the military regime has reportedly hindered and obstructed the process at various stages. According to the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and the Emergency Assistance Team, the regime’s documented “contributions” to the relief effort included “systematic obstruction of relief aid, willful acts of theft and sale of relief supplies, forced relocation, and the use of forced labor for reconstruction projects, including forced child labor.” The military regime has stopped expediting visas for relief workers, which was met with concern from UN officials; it has convicted and sentenced to prison former student activists for activities related to their voluntary relief work in the Delta region; and authorities have reportedly capitalized off items donated for victims of Cyclone Nargis by forcing villagers to purchase the items.

In what is perhaps an attempt to maintain access to affected communities and increase donor support, several international relief organizations working in the country insist that great strides have been made in gaining access to populations directly-affected
by Cyclone Nargis, stressing advances rather than obstacles. For example, Refugees International, which does not provide humanitarian relief, claimed in March 2009 that “[r]elief work in the Delta is progressing smoothly.”206

The Tripartite Core Group (TCG), an Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)-led group formed to facilitate the “urgent humanitarian relief and recovery work after Cyclone Nargis”207 released a report on February 9, 2009 (“Post-Nargis Recovery and Preparedness Plan” (PONREPP)), which estimated the needs for Cyclone Nargis recovery funding at US$690.5 million through December 2011.208 The group appealed to the “international community” for support, but did not encourage the SPDC to commit some of its billions in unspent natural gas revenues for the effort.209

In fact, the military regime has reportedly not contributed any meaningful revenue to the under-funded relief and reconstruction effort,210 let alone to other humanitarian crises or social ills throughout the country. There is currently a reported US$46 million shortfall for health services in the Delta,211 which is an amount that would be easily afforded by the regime’s estimated US$4.83 billion profits from the Yadana Project.

Dr. William Sabandar, Special Envoy of the ASEAN Secretary General for Post Nargis Recovery in Myanmar, was asked in August 2009 at an academic conference at the Australian National University (ANU) if the SPDC has contributed any of its billions of dollars in natural gas revenue to the Nargis relief efforts. Dr. Sabandar responded cautiously that “only one person makes those decisions [for the SPDC],” adding that “sometimes political leaders don’t always do the right thing.”212
Part IV: TOTAL DISTRACTION?
The Socio-Economic Programs by Total and Chevron along the Yadana Pipeline

“We want the socio-economic program to work and support more villages. Now, the socio-economic program doesn’t benefit the villagers at all. It’s mostly for [the company’s] own benefit.”

– Local villager in the Yadana pipeline corridor, 2008

“I heard of [the socio-economic program] and think it is a farce. I have seen it in so many other countries and it is simply a way to show how good and concerned they are. It is just a few pennies of their huge profits to keep the local (and international) community happy.”

- Former Expatriate Engineer on the Yadana Project, 2009

a. Introduction

Total and Chevron operate a socio-economic program along the Yadana pipeline in Burma. Today, the companies claim numerous areas of success in the program and commonly invoke it in their international public relations. They claim it has been fully and independently verified by several third parties, including CDA Collaborative Learning Projects (CDA), a US-based organization contracted by Total in 2002 to assess its impacts in the country. On the contrary, the project has never been independently and fully verified.

This chapter documents the voices of local people who testified to ERI about the areas of health, education, and economic development in their villages. These testimonies suggest that particular elements of the socio-economic program do not appear to operate the way that the companies claim, and in some cases villagers remark how the program has actually had adverse impacts on their livelihoods.

This chapter is not intended to discourage oil companies from implementing socio-economic or other corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs. Rather, it is intended to expose the truth and validity of Total and Chevron’s CSR claims in Burma. Underlying this chapter is a general warning to investors, policymakers, and others to not let the existence, misrepresentations, or even successes of socio-economic programs distract from otherwise critical inquiries into oil companies’ less positive impacts in host countries. In Burma, socio-economic development is much needed and warmly welcomed, but regardless of their effectiveness, Total and Chevron’s programs do not exonerate the companies from accountability and complicity in human rights violations connected to their project or from responsibility for generating crucial revenue for the Burmese regime.
An exhaustive inquiry into the companies’ quantitative claims of success are beyond the scope of this chapter and beyond the capacity of EarthRights International, which focuses on human rights and environmental training of grassroots leaders, legal action and advocacy, and corporate accountability. Indeed, a much-needed quantitative inquiry into the effectiveness of the companies’ socio-economic program has never been independently or fully conducted or verified.

“Everyone benefits”

Total claims that the socio-economic program is an integral part of its work in Burma and that it reflects the long term commitment to the region by all investors in the Yadana Project.\textsuperscript{217} The companies state that they initiated the program in the Yadana pipeline corridor in 1995, prior to the official beginning of pipeline construction.\textsuperscript{218} Total claims that the program’s priorities were defined with “the villagers,” covering four target areas: education, health, economic development, and infrastructure.\textsuperscript{219} The socio-economic program originally included 13 villages and in 2001 was expanded to include a total of 25 villages. The companies estimate the population of the pipeline corridor at 50,000 people.\textsuperscript{220}

On Total’s website, the company claims, “It is estimated that the overall population of the pipeline area now benefiting from the [socio-economic] program is 50,000 people.”\textsuperscript{221} In other words, Total makes the dubious claim that every single person in the pipeline corridor directly benefits from their socio-economic program.\textsuperscript{222} This chapter documents that not only do numerous villagers not benefit from the project, but that certain elements of the project have actually been detrimental to local livelihoods.

Perhaps the clearest indication that the socio-economic program is not as effective as the companies’ suggest is the fact that local villagers are fleeing their villages for social and economic reasons, including human rights abuses committed by pipeline security battalions. A struggling husband and father who recently left his village told ERI:

Over all, when I look at the socio-economic program, in the past [before Total was here] even poor people in our village could have enough food, but when the company came in to build up their [pipeline] project many people lost their land and now these people don’t have food to eat. Like us now, we have to leave our only child in the village and we [have to go to Thailand] to look for a job to support our family in the village. Now many people are leaving the village to search for jobs because there are no jobs available in our village.\textsuperscript{223}
In the area of public health in the socio-economic program, the companies claim major successes. According to Total and Chevron, all of the estimated 50,000 villagers in the pipeline area have access to “free and improved health care;”224 ten doctors work where there were previously none;225 local infant mortality is now 1/6th the national rate;226 malaria mortality rates are reduced by a factor of ten;227 the TB mortality rate has been halved since 2002,228 and there have been noted decreases in food borne and respiratory-related mortality rates.229

Contrary to company propaganda, health care in the pipeline corridor is not universal, free, or adequate. Numerous villagers told ERI that the Total-supported hospital in Kanbauk charges so much money that the best way to secure health care is to leave and seek treatment in refugee camps on the border. “We do not have enough money to go to the hospital so we decided to come to the border,” says one villager.230

Other villagers told ERI that the Kanbauk hospital does not have sufficient medicine for the patients, let alone the Total “health clinics.”231 Villagers tell ERI that they are required to purchase medicine outside the clinics and hospital if they need it.232 According to one current villager, “If people get really sick they usually go to the border camp. It is free and better. For malaria and dengue people will go to the hospital, [but] they don’t have the medicine.”233 Another villager claimed, “If the doctors can cure you in [the Total-supported hospital in] Kaleinaung, we stay there, but if it is more serious or too expensive we go to the border. The charges are so high in Kaleinaung so people go instead to the refugee camp.”234
According to all villagers interviewed by ERI in recent years on the issue of health, the only medication made available in Total’s highly-touted “health clinics” along the Yadana pipeline is paracetemol, regardless of the patient’s ailment. Regarding the health clinic in Michauglaung, a current villager told ERI:

When the Burmese doctor came he…would only give us paracetemol no matter what was wrong with you. We call him Dr. Paracetemol…In the past, the system in old Michauglaung was that there was no hospital but the medic would come to the village and give vaccines and do blood tests. Later, they would come and do blood tests but they would only give paracetemol. The health situation now is getting much worse. Now if anyone gets sick they have to go to Kaleineung hospital. We have to pay for the doctor and we have to pay for medicine, but this is better than the clinic provided by Total because at least you can see a doctor and get the medicine.
Total and Chevron also proudly cite their support for local doctors and nurses. Yet, local people tell ERI that the socio-economic medical program staff does not receive enough money to survive. A villager from Eindayaza told ERI:

I know the nurse and they are paid 10,000 kyat, the equivalent of ten US dollars, per month. The money comes from the company but through the doctor. This amount is nothing. The nurse doesn’t want to do [this work]...the money is not enough for her...she does it because she wants to help the villagers...She also works at her house. She spends the morning at the clinic but the afternoon she spends at her house.

“Free medical consultations”

Apart from the testimonies of local people, the companies’ supposed contributions to public health in the pipeline corridor raise other questions. For example, the companies claim there are ten doctors in the pipeline corridor where there were previously none, and in 2007 Total and Chevron take credit for “80,898 free medical consultations” conducted at village clinics and at the Kanbauk hospital. These figures raise a number of questions. First, the companies neglect to explain or define what constitutes a “free medical consultation.” Second, based on population figures provided by the company itself (50,000 people in the pipeline area), if 80,898 free medical consultations were provided in 2007, then that would mean that ten doctors collectively would have had to conduct on average 221 “free medical consultations” per day for 365 consecutive days. Even if these consultations were done by all ten doctors every day for 365 consecutive days, then each doctor would have had to perform 22 free medical consultations per day, everyday, for 365 days.

If these doctors worked a standard 5-day work week instead of 365 consecutive days of work, that would mean they would have had to collectively perform approximately 310 free consultations per day, 5-days a week, for 12 months.

If 310 daily consultations were divided evenly between the supposed ten doctors on duty, then that would mean each doctor would have had to perform 31 consultations per day. If each doctor performed 31 consultations per day, 5 days per week, during 12 hour work days and with no breaks, that would mean they would have had to conduct 2.5 consultations per hour, per day, for 12 months with no daytime breaks.

This scenario would leave the doctors little to no time to provide other medical care that may fall outside the realm of “free medical consultations,” not to mention leaving no time for the doctors’ basic day-to-day living. If a cadre of non-doctors shouldered some of this questionably huge workload, then that raises other questions with respect to efficacy.

ERI is not alone in noting the various skepticisms of Total and Chevron’s health program. CDA Collaborative Learning Projects (CDA), an independent US-based consultant contracted by Total to assess the company’s impacts in Burma, itself has noted that local people “question” the real benefit of Total’s health projects.

Nevertheless, organizations such as CDA Collaborative Learning Projects (CDA) consistently and irresponsibly provided very favorable public reviews of Total and
Chevron’s health program in Burma, despite neglecting to objectively test and probe the companies’ claims. Indeed, CDA does not appear to be qualified to conduct such assessments in the area of public health outcomes. The organization’s five assessments of Total’s impacts in Burma are the subject of the 2009 ERI report *Getting it Wrong: Flawed “Corporate Social Responsibility” and Misrepresentations Surrounding Total and Chevron’s Yadana Gas Pipeline in Military-Ruled Burma (Myanmar).*

c. **Education in the Pipeline Corridor**

On its website, Total explains that its priorities for the educational component of the socio-economic project are to “provide schooling in good material conditions for all children...[and to]...support middle school students with a tuition program leading to a high school diploma.” The companies claim to have doubled student enrollment. According to Total: “Each village now has at least one school. Teaching materials have been supplied and a school library program has been established at 16 schools”.

According to ERI’s field research, the reality is far less impressive on a number of levels. First, local villagers told ERI that the Burmese regime provides the salaries of local teachers, and that the salary is inadequate. One village said:

> The government supports primary school teachers. They get Kt 8000 per month. This is not enough for the teachers, so the villagers organized and we try to support the teachers in many ways. We buy pots, food, rice and other things. We do what we can to support the teachers. The government support is not enough for the teachers and their families.

Furthermore, this villager noted that in the “new” schools in ethnic Karen pipeline villages, the students are not allowed to learn in the Karen language or about Karen culture, which is consistent with broader claims about the Burmese regime’s systematic discrimination against Burma’s ethnic nationalities, what has been referred to as “Burmanization”:

> There were three teachers – two Burman and one Karen. The Karen teacher was hired in our village. We are not allowed to learn Karen at all, there’s a standardized curriculum. There are about 250 students in the area.

In this way, the schools have provided a context for the Burmese regime’s violation of local peoples’ right to maintain their culture and language.
Despite this, some Karen villagers are attempting to exercise their cultural human rights. On their own initiative and without the financial support of Total or the SPDC, Karen language and culture classes have been organized in certain parts of the pipeline corridor. “In school, the children are taught in Burmese. Once a week, we arranged for the teacher to teach Karen for a half day. The government knows but they haven’t said anything yet.”

Other villagers discuss as a problem that their children have to walk three to four hours to and from school each day. Others cite economic difficulties in sending their children to school, and many families send their children to refugee camps on the border where they expect a better education. One villager claimed that education past primary school is too expensive:

Even for education, villagers can’t send kids to Kaleinaung because it’s too expensive. Many kids in the [refugee] camps [on the Thailand-Burma border] are from Michaunglaung.

In its assessment of the socio-economic program, CDA concluded that the program had positive educational outcomes. However, CDA did not demonstrate any quantitative or objective assessments of the outcomes of Total’s education program. In its five published reports about its visits to the pipeline area, CDA appears to have spoken to local villagers about the program but offers no direct testimony. Rather, CDA offers affirmative and conclusive statements about the program without demonstrating the evidence or foundation. For example, CDA claims, “The social program (the health and the education components) appears to benefit nearly everyone”; “They [villagers] appreciate the free . . . educational support.”
Likewise, CDA repeats Total’s claims about the program without appearing to have objectively assessed the claims or outcomes:

The educational support program to prepare students for their exam…[is] also fully paid for by Total.\textsuperscript{260}

Another key activity of the program consists of educational support including constructing schools, providing financial support to teachers, providing teaching materials, and initiating computer classes and a library program. The education program also operates a tutoring program to prepare children for their high school exams (nationally, fewer than 20% pass their exams).\textsuperscript{261}

The education program also operates a program to prepare children for their high school exams (nationally, fewer than 20% pass their exams).\textsuperscript{262}

d. Economic Development in the Pipeline Corridor

i. Micro-Credit Program
A core aspect of Total’s socio-economic program is what the company calls “support for economic development.”\textsuperscript{263} This includes a micro-credit lending program initiated by Total in the pipeline corridor. Villagers told ERI that residents of 21 villages are eligible for small loans once every three years. They are required to repay the loans with two percent interest after a period of six months. On its website, Total claims the loans, or “micro-credits,” “are used [by villagers] to purchase animals, plants or equipment required to start a project. The system also benefits commercial projects and fishing enterprises, which can purchase boats, motors and nets...Since the system was introduced in 1997, around 7,800 people have taken advantage of it.”\textsuperscript{264}

An independent expert on micro-credit programs and Burma, and a former Senior Analyst at the Reserve Bank of Australia, University of Macquarie Economist Sean Turnell provided his own assessment of Total’s micro-credit project, based on field information provided by ERI.\textsuperscript{265} Turnell noted that he was not surprised that villagers expressed disappointment to ERI about Total’s micro-credit program, adding that micro-credit “only works if the successful methodologies it has introduced are paid attention to. Often they are not, as is certainly the case here.”\textsuperscript{266} According to Turnell, Total’s scheme appears to be an abuse of micro-credit plagued by six main flaws, outlined below:\textsuperscript{267}

1. THE LOAN TERM

Total’s scheme provides for a six month loan term, which is particularly problematic when it is not accompanied by an ability to get a new loan at its conclusion. According to Turnell, this has two very significant negative effects:
First...in such a short term it is clearly impossible for anyone receiving such a loan to generate a return (and therefore be able to repay without destructive-asset selling) in the income-generating activities micro-credit is mean to finance. Second, it robs the scheme of one of the founding principles of micro-credit with respect to ensuring repayment, i.e. by promising a succession of loans (so-called progressive lending) based on the repayment of the previous one, a system of incentives to repay are put in place. This would greatly aid the financial sustainability of the micro-credit institution itself. Of course, this is not in the Total model.268

2. **GENERAL ABUSES OF MICRO-CREDIT**

   Total’s micro-credit scheme appears to create a situation where borrowers often need to sell their own assets to repay loans that the borrowers may not have even wanted in the first place. According to Professor Turnell, this is a classic abuse of the micro-credit story, and he warns that such schemes often bring with them pervasive forced borrowing.269 Moreover, the use of funds by local moneylenders to lend in turn at higher interest rates undermines the general philosophy of micro-credit, and can actually increase corruption and favor-buying possibilities.270

3. **THE MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT**

   The maximum loan amount of Total’s micro-credit scheme is rather low and not conducive to the development of genuine productive enterprise. Professor Turnell noted that this negative effect is compounded by the lack of follow-up loans.271

4. **BORROWING CYCLE**

   The fact that a local borrower in the Yadana pipeline corridor can only borrow from Total’s micro-credit scheme once every three years results in the scheme being “little more than a money saving device” and could be “proof of the cynical motivation and lack of commitment [to the] scheme,” according to Turnell.272

5. **BASIC NATURE OF THE SCHEME**

   Total’s micro-credit scheme is very basic and according to Professor Turnell, “contains none of the insights that have lately been revealed as critical in making micro-credit truly effective.” Total’s scheme appears to lack facilities other than credit, such as safe savings products, micro-insurance, and others that are “critically important to the poor,” yet “completely absent in Total’s scheme.”

   Professor Turnell’s overall assessment, based on field information provided by ERI, concluded that “the whole apparatus looks like something created for public relations, and little else.”273 Such a conclusion is consistent with reports received by ERI from
villagers and local communities that Total’s micro-credit scheme does not achieve the broad sweeping goals that the companies claim. To the contrary, the lack of attention to detail and the questionable commitment to ensuring that the scheme is socially, culturally, and economically sound has actually resulted in detriments to those villagers who were given the opportunity to participate.

Nearly every villager interviewed by ERI explained that the lending program is ineffective. In fact, ERI has found that some villagers stated the program has actually caused problems and made their situation less economically sustainable. Some villagers have had to relinquish valuable assets to repay the loans, while others take the money from the company and re-lend it to other villagers at higher interest rates. This evidence would suggest the program is in need of critical attention.

One villager told ERI:

In 2007, I got money from the loan giving program for Kt 100,000 (US$100). Some people can even borrow Kt 200,000 (US$200). About 20 people can take the loan for each term. We have to give the loan back in six months, including the interest. Some people, they don’t have the money to pay the loan back and they have to borrow money from other people or sell their property.  

Another villager added, “I had to try really hard and borrow from another villager to give the money back.” Another villager explained that the micro-credit program did not provide much economic benefit to his family’s livelihood:

My wife borrowed money once, it was Kt 100,000 (US$100) for the chicken farm. We used the money to buy chicken food and medicine when we first bought the small chickens [from the socio-economic program]. We had to raise them for about 6 months before they laid eggs. We didn’t see any benefit as soon as we started raising the chickens….And in 2005, I lost 150 chickens when there was flooding, and the flooded water stayed for 4 days until it dried up…The loan program didn’t make any change or improvement for my livelihood. It doesn’t help me much. The amount they give is very small and we have only a very limited time [before we have to repay it]. So villagers can’t do much with the money.

Another villager explained that the requirement to repay the loan in six months has forced villagers to sell valuable assets, noting that six months is not enough time to use the money to their advantage. He stated:

We have to pay the interest once a month, and after six months we had to return all the money back. Since we didn’t have enough money to pay back, we had to sell other things to pay them back. There are many people like us who don’t have enough money to return the money after six months. [A villager] had to sell her cow to pay the money back. And another man…had to sell his farm to return [the] money that he took from the loan. There are still a few people taking loans today, but only one or two people. [Eligible people] can take the loan one time in three years. They give only up to Kt 50,000
In reality, the socio-economic loan program doesn’t help anyone to get a better life. You can’t do anything with Kt 50,000 in six months.\textsuperscript{277}

Other villagers explained that the micro-lending program led to a type of predatory lending. Thus, the very concept of micro-lending – to initiate healthy and fair local enterprise – was lost. One village told ERI:

The micro-credit program is still running but the most villagers can borrow is up to Kt 50,000-100,000 (US$50-100). Not many people can borrow it. Only those who look like they can pay back the money are able to borrow money. So sometimes these people will use their own name to borrow money and in turn lend the money to other people at a 5 percent interest rate, whereas it’s only a two percent rate if you borrow directly. It’s not easy to get the money and you have to have two people to guarantee you, so if people want to borrow money they have to re-borrow from [someone who borrowed from the company].\textsuperscript{278}

\textit{ii. Agricultural Program}

Another core aspect of Total’s supposed “support for economic development” is an agricultural program. According to the company, the agricultural program includes two initiatives: “Pig, sheep and cattle farming through breeding, education and an intensive vaccination program”\textsuperscript{279} and “[f]ood, perennial and horticultural crops through breeding, supply of plants, plant protection products and fertilizers, and advice.”\textsuperscript{280}

Total cites two model pig farms in the pipeline corridor, one in Kanbauk and one in Michaunglaung.\textsuperscript{281} Local villagers have never mentioned to ERI nor has ERI even seen the existence or operation of a sheep or cattle farming program, but villagers tell ERI that when the pig and chicken programs were in effect they failed to bring benefits. Recent photos obtained by ERI from Michaunglaung show that the pig farm is now abandoned and empty, contrary to information provided by Total to investors, policymakers, and the general public on the company’s website.

Abandoned Total pig farm in Michaunglaung, photo in 2008 © EarthRights International, 2009
However, while the pig farm was functioning, local people told ERI that they actually incurred more debt from participating in the pig farming program due to the high price of the food required to feed the pigs, which is also contrary to Total’s claims. The pig food was reportedly sold only by the local staff of the “socio-economic program.” One villager told ERI, “The place where they make and sell the animal food is near the LIB 273 base.” Another villager added: “I had to buy pig food from [the socio-economic program] and take care of them myself. At the end, the fee of taking care of it and buying its food cost more [than I could earn], and I didn’t make any money from it.”

One local villager explained to ERI how the agricultural program is no longer in operation in his area. It not only failed to benefit him, but his participation led to an economic loss:

In the past the company worker came and gave us pigs and chickens to raise. In the past, many villagers raised them but then we had to buy the pigs and chickens food and medicine. At first the pig food was cheap so I [earned] some money [from the program], but then the next time I lost money.

Yet another villager explained how the pigs did not gain weight, despite purchasing pig food from the socio-economic program staff:

The pigs didn’t gain weight. We didn’t get much benefit from it. The [socio-economic people] came to sell the pig food, one bag for Kt 2,000 (US$2)...They also sometimes came to talk about how to take care of the pigs and how to raise them properly. At first, many people raised the pigs...Each pig weighed about 20 kg after raising it for about 8 months. They only came to provide free pigs and food for the first year.

Another villager explained how his participation in the pig project became economically impossible:

Now, we still have a pig farm building in our village but there are no pigs in the farm. In the past, I tried to raise 12 pigs from the company but it wasn’t a success. The pigs that I raised never grew, so in the end I sold them all. These pigs got sick and I give them medicine, injections, but they didn’t get better...The animal doctor provided by the company came and gave injections to my pigs. The other reason that I couldn’t continue to raise them was because in the past we paid Kt 2,000 (US$2) per bag for the pig food and I had 12 pigs. One pack of food they finished in 4 days, so when I tried to raise them for 8 months, that’s a lot of money that we had to pay...even worse was that the pig food was getting more expensive, so I couldn’t continue. In the past, I raised the pigs because the company provided us with a free pig and we didn’t have to buy the pig but only the food. But now since they no longer give us pigs and the food price is very high, we don’t have any benefit at all...So now, most of the people who live in old Michaunglaung village abandoned the project. To my knowledge nobody raises them anymore.
Another villager expressed resentment that the pig farm appeared to only benefit the operators of the socio-economic program:

There are two pig farms, about 100 pigs in each. There are four workers in both pig farms, two of them are from our village. They get Kt 45,000 (US$45) per month. The pig farm is totally for the benefit of the socio-economic program workers, not for the villagers. They just come to run their own business to make money here.287

Another villager summarized what he regards as the net effect of the program, saying, “there was only very little benefit or no benefit at all, so people just don’t do it anymore.” 288 The companies’ chicken programs were equally unsuccessful. One villager described the program to ERI:

They eat over one bag of food daily, each bag costs Kt 12,000 (US$ 12), and we have to buy it from them. They sometimes come to give the medicine to the chicken, but we have to buy it. Sometimes it costs about Kt 6,000 (US$ 6), sometimes over Kt 10,000 (US$ 10). I am the only one raising the chickens now.289

Villagers explained to ERI that there were large economic risks that came with participating in the chicken program. Upon receipt, the chickens did not lay eggs for five to six months so there was a considerable amount of time before a villager could expect any returns on their investment through the sale of eggs.

If the chickens are doing fine you’ll get back your money one day, if not, then you’re in trouble. And they only lay eggs every four and a half months per year. This business is not usual, you have to risk a lot. And if you can’t make a big investment, people can’t do it. It’s also very tiring to look after these chickens. I’ve already raised them about three times, including this year. The first year I raised them, in 2005, I lost about 120 chickens when the water flooded our village. That time we couldn’t move them anywhere and we asked the company staff to come and help us but after waiting for four days they said they couldn’t come so I sold all the left over chickens.290

Other villagers complained to ERI about the management of the socio-economic chicken program:

The [socio-economic program staff] bring very small chickens to the farm. Someone who wants to raise them can buy them for Kt 200 (US$.20) for each chicken. All the chickens are just big enough to leave their mother, but they’re still very small. They just sell them without dividing them by male or female chickens. The buyer doesn’t know which one is male or female. When they grow up, if they’re female they’ll lay eggs, and if they’re male they’ll be sold for food.291

Overall, both agricultural projects appear to have been net failures. Total, while purporting to provide an economic opportunity to local villagers, did not provide
adequate ongoing support to ensure the viability of the programs. The result was that
the villagers who had committed to the projects found themselves in unsustainable
situations that left them further indebted and impoverished, while the companies and
the SPDC continue to reap billion dollar profits.

iii. Job Creation in Burma and in the Pipeline Corridor
Companies in the oil and gas industry often cite job creation as a key economic
contribution to host countries and communities. This claim appears particularly common
when companies are operating or seeking to operate in poor developing countries or in
controversial areas with high unemployment, or where the company is pressured to
demonstrate their positive impacts on the host country.292

In Burma, Total cites job creation as one of their key economic contributions.293
Yet, the reality is that the Yadana Project has not contributed meaningfully to job creation
in Burma, let alone in the impoverished ethnic villages closest to the pipeline. As with
many cases of oil and gas exploration in developing countries, the claim that the Yadana
Project has created new jobs and economic security is false or largely misleading.

Generally speaking, oil and gas projects and pipelines are capital intensive.294 This
means they cost millions and even billions of dollars during exploration and construction
and in turn generate billions of dollars in revenue and profit. The Yadana pipeline, for
example, cost approximately US$1.1 billion to construct in Burma295 and now generates
approximately US$1 billion per year in revenue for the military regime.296 Conservative
estimates suggest that the new proposed Shwe gas pipeline in Burma, likewise, will
cost approximately US$1 billion to construct,297 and the Shwe Gas Movement (SGM)
projects that the project will generate approximately US$24 billion for the Burmese
regime.298

However, as a rule these projects are not labor intensive. This means they do
not require significant human labor at the stage of construction and even less during the
stage of operation. The few jobs that did become available along the Yadana pipeline
typically required advanced training or education, which local people were unable to
fill. A villager told ERI, “Even though Total came in, we don’t get any jobs from them so
the situation for our livelihood is still [difficult] and we still have to work [forced labor]
like before.”299 Another villager added, “Only educated people from the city can get
jobs with Total.”300

A villager recently recounted Total’s false promises about jobs, and the human
rights violation he received instead:

When the company came in to start their pipeline project they
promised us that local people would get jobs, but only a small number
of people got jobs here. Most of the company’s permanent workers are
from other parts of Burma or are people from Rangoon. And when the
company built their camp station...one whole section of our village had
to relocate. It included their company building, air field, and runway.301
His village received no compensation. The lack of employment of local villagers is symptomatic of the reality of the oil and gas sector when it comes to job creation. It is also a result of longstanding discrimination by the largely Burman military regime against Burma’s ethnic nationalities. The military regime has the right to approve all staff on the Yadana Project. According to one ethnic Karen man currently residing in the pipeline corridor:

Many villagers would like to get jobs for the pipeline but very few people get it. The military controls it and the workers are Burman. The military employs them. They are corrupted and don’t offer jobs to local people.

Moreover, empirical research suggests that large scale oil and gas projects in resource-rich developing countries can have adverse impacts on national employment rates. A well-established phenomenon known as the “Dutch Disease” is in reference to an economic concept which holds that a boom in the natural resource sector creates an adverse decline in other sectors of the economy, namely agriculture and manufacturing, ultimately leading to a negative impact on national employment rates.

Reliable economic data from Burma is sparse. Indeed, in a confidential IMF report obtained by ERI, the IMF claims that the SPDC’s “published data are not timely, reliable, or consistent” and the report referred to “the nontransparent governing environment” as a limitation to assessing developments. Despite that, some onlookers in the country are already noting that Burma’s agricultural sector is “losing out” due to a national emphasis on exploring and exploiting natural gas.

e. National Philanthropic Programs and National Impacts

“Does Total’s presence support the current regime, as claimed by activist groups…and does that make Total a passive accomplice to the regime’s abuses? These allegations must be seen in the light of a number of considerations.”

- Total, company website

Major multinational corporations like Total and Chevron often make financial contributions to recognized charities and NGOs as part of their responsibility toward the societies in which they work. These contributions are particularly easy ways in which oil companies, given their multi-billion dollar annual profits, attempt to improve their overall public image. Total and Chevron’s combined net income for 2008, for example, was approximately US $41.9 billion. For companies working in military-ruled Burma, philanthropic contributions appear to be used to shape negative international public opinion about their operations in the country.

Regardless of motivations, these contributions are encouraged, much needed and welcomed so long as they actually reach the intended beneficiaries, but they do not obviate the companies’ much deeper adverse impacts, and do not offset complicity in
human rights abuses.

Total and Chevron regard their national impact in Burma as beneficial based primarily on philanthropic support provided for “a national program to combat blindness led by US-based Helen Keller International Foundation and orphanages that are home to 1,000 children in the Yangon region.”309 The companies also cite commendable financial contributions to the relief effort after Cyclone Nargis devastated the Irrawaddy Delta in Burma.310

Yet, despite these contributions, undoubtedly the largest national footprint of the Yadana Project is the billions of dollars in revenue it has generated for the Burmese military regime, as explained in Part III of this report. ERI has demonstrated that natural gas revenue has contributed to the regime’s long-term financial viability and that the revenue from the Yadana Project has contributed to high level corruption and prolonged authoritarianism.311 By virtue of generating multi-billion dollar revenues for the regime, revenue which is not included in the national budget and is instead stored in two willing offshore banks in Singapore, Total and the Yadana consortium have arguably contributed to the intransigence of the military regime more than any other single, external contributing factor.

Total also claims it is having an impact on the national struggle to combat forced labor. As Total has stated:

Although forced labor is still a widespread practice in Myanmar, our commitment is having a national impact, because it challenges the government while emphasizing the need for strict respect of human rights.312

Yet, forced labor at the national level is still a significant problem, and Total’s national impact in combating forced labor remains to be seen. The ILO remarked in 2009 that “the use of forced labor by the military is getting worse” across the country.313 In a June 2009 special session, ILO Liaison Officer in Burma Steve Marshall explicitly noted the dire situation in Burma with regard to forced labor, commenting that since 2007 only 152 cases had been received through the ILO’s complaint mechanism, and that the number “cannot be seen as a reflection of the extent of forced labour practices” in the country.314 As Marshall rightly commented, the key impediments to understanding forced labor in Burma are the “practical problems in the physical ability of victims of forced labour or their families to complain.”315 Those who have lodged complaints have been harassed, detained, or brought up on false charges by the SPDC.316

These facts indicate that even the ILO, the world’s specialist agency on labor issues, acknowledges the ongoing problem of forced labor in Burma and the difficulty of properly documenting and combating the problem. Despite the ILO’s significant challenges in combating forced labor in Burma, Total would have the world believe it has eradicated the practice in its project area and significantly impacted the issue at the national level.
Part V: Green by Gunpoint: Total and Chevron’s Environmental Impacts in Burma

“The most concerning thing I witnessed was the devastation we made to nature along the pipeline route as we were making our way through the bush using a bulldozer.”

- Former foreign engineer on the Yadana Project

“The large number of soldiers [in the proposed pipeline area] undoubtedly account for much wildlife loss.”

- Environmental Resource Management (ERM), commissioned by Total to conduct an environmental impact assessment (EIA), January 1995

The severity and seriousness of the human rights and financial impacts of the Yadana Project are often the focal points with regard to its failings. Nevertheless, the project’s environmental impacts cannot be discounted.

This chapter highlights the often overlooked environmental impacts of Total and Chevron in Burma. It presents new information that details serious problems with Total’s Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), a document which ERI legally obtained during the discovery process in the Doe v. Unocal litigation and which is now part of the public record. The EIA was commissioned by Total and conducted in 1995 by a group called Environmental Resource Management (ERM), which defines itself as “a leading global provider of environmental, health and safety, risk, and social consulting services.” This report marks the first time that information from this document has appeared publicly or faced the public scrutiny of a third party. This chapter also documents new information about forced labor related to environmental issues in the pipeline corridor, and ongoing adverse impacts associated with an environmental protection group established by Total in the pipeline corridor.

a. Total’s Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the Yadana Project

The objective of an EIA is to provide decision-makers and communities with information about possible environmental impacts prior to the commencement of a project. Decision-makers should then use that information in deciding whether to authorize a particular activity, and for determining the way in which it should proceed. In general terms, an EIA involves examining, analyzing, and assessing proposed activities in order to ensure the potential for environmentally sound and sustainable development by effectively integrating environmental issues into development planning. EIAs are required when a proposed activity is likely to have a significant impact on the environment. In
the international arena, EIAs have been described as “general custom,” a “customary principle,” a “basic principle,” or a “fundamental principle of international law.”

The EIA commissioned by Total on the Yadana Pipeline was carried out in 1995 during the project’s construction phase but before actual construction had commenced. It was conducted by a team that included several foreign environmental specialists. These specialists focused on three potential routes for the Yadana pipeline construction and outlined some of the environmental consequences of proceeding with the Yadana Project. According to the assessment, each of the three potential pipeline routes in Burma selected by Total presented significant environmental consequences in the areas of forestry, ecology and biodiversity, and hydrology.

 Nevertheless, despite meeting some procedural requirements, the EIA suffered from significant shortcomings that undermine its ex post facto legitimacy. Most significantly, the EIA did not involve the participation of local people. The complete absence of the local voice was particularly troubling in this case: for generations, local ethnic people in the area have depended on the environment for their survival. Villagers use the natural environment, of which they are a part, to hunt, fish, and farm, and for medicinal purposes, daily living materials, and to construct their homes. They were summarily silenced. Not only does such an approach undermine Total’s assessment and the methodology of ERM, but the failure to include the local voice is also problematic from a practical perspective. By excluding valuable local knowledge the companies were precluded from considering information that western “experts” would simply not have. Who would know the potential environmental impacts of the companies’ plans better than the local indigenous populations who have lived as a part of these ecosystems for generations?

The significance of the participation of affected communities was an aspect of EIA that should have been well-known to Total from past experiences. In the 1990s, prior to the construction of the Yadana Project, the Yadana consortium commissioned a number of EIAs in order to assess the environmental risks associated with the project. Prior to this report, the only publicly available EIA was released by the Petroleum Authority of Thailand (PTT), whose assessment focused on the pipeline on the Thai side of the border. It was widely derided for its omissions and shortcomings. Among some of the more serious omissions was the complete lack of public participation in the process. Total ignored the past experience of PTT and carried out yet another EIA that excluded local participation.

The exclusion of local participation and indigenous knowledge from development planning is telling, especially when considered in the context of ERI’s other documentation of human rights abuses connected to the Yadana Project: it appears that local ethnic residents were regarded by the companies and the Burmese authorities as obstacles to the project rather than key stakeholders.

The failure to include the voices and perspectives of the local populations was compounded by Total’s failure to include a social impact assessment (SIA) or Human Rights Impact Assessment (HRIA) as part of or in tandem with the EIA. While the use of HRIA’s is still a developing norm, the SIA is widely accepted as an international best practice. Such an omission from Total’s EIA is incredibly significant for this particular project, given that the project brought large populations to the area, including
construction workers, residents from the majority ethnic Burman population, and most significantly, the Burma Army. The social and environmental impacts of the influx of these populations to the region was not assessed, despite the Burma Army’s integrated role in the Yadana Project and Total’s well-documented awareness of the significance of this role.328

Land confiscation was another issue that was largely ignored in the EIA. Beginning with the Burma Army’s first entrance into the pipeline area, it became common practice that land was routinely confiscated from local villagers to make room for the pipeline and to provide security for the project and the companies.329 The impacts and effects of land confiscation connected to the project were categorically ignored by the EIA.

Apart from the significant failings of the EIA itself, the EIA did make a number of significant findings about the environmental impacts of the Yadana Project, and offered recommendations as to how to minimize those impacts. Unfortunately, it seems that Total did not heed even the minimally useful advice in the document, and its recommendations fell on deaf ears.

For example, Total was warned by the EIA that the project would have environmental consequences for wildlife in the area.330 It is unclear if or how Total responded to this warning. At present, the pipeline and its permanent service roads traverse and bisect a globally significant, bio-diverse eco-region.331 The pipeline route selected by Total fragments Burma’s Tenasserim forests, which are home to numerous species that are vulnerable, endangered, or critically endangered. The area has traditionally been the habitat of Asiatic elephants, white-handed gibbons, Bear macaque, Malayan tapirs, sun bears, Asiatic black bears, Fea’s barking deer, guars, southern serows, great hornbills, and other species. The way in which the pipeline permanently fragments this area may have permanently altered the habitats of these species, influencing migration routes and other habitat behavior. Warnings of these impacts were included in the EIA and subsequently received by Total prior to the project’s construction. Nevertheless, ERI’s research indicates that rather than minimizing the width of the pipeline path as recommended in Total’s EIA, the company carved through the natural environment with abandon.332 Indeed, a former Yadana Project engineer told ERI that the company carved through the natural environment with abandon. What does remain clear is that the long-term and current environmental impacts of the project have not been independently assessed in full.
Likewise, Total was specifically warned in the EIA about the impacts of increased human access on ecology and biodiversity, and its impact on the integrity of local forests. The EIA referred specifically to human access as a “major threat,” noting that a pipeline increases human access and presents “the increased likelihood that an area will be subject to illegal logging (either extensive and systematic or small-scale) and the removal of other forest products.” The assessment also noted human access as a threat to the increased “hunting of animal species” by local people or authorities.

Notwithstanding such counsel, the service roads of the project were constructed in such a way that they opened up otherwise pristine areas to the incoming Burma Army, which subsequently used the access for logging and hunting of various species, including endangered species. This was precisely the type of human access to which Total was alerted in the EIA. In fact, in as early as 1995 the EIA documented how increased militarization had already affected wildlife, stating that, “The large number of soldiers [in the proposed pipeline area] undoubtedly account for much wildlife loss” through unregulated hunting.

### b. Forced Labor and the Environment

Defected soldiers and villagers have explained to ERI how logging has been a key business of the Burma Army providing security for the pipeline, and how the practice is linked to forced labor. According to one defector:

The main business of our commander was logging. There were around ten sawmills in the area. The commander just ordered the local sawmill owners to work for him. He literally gave the permit to the local people, and he got money from logging. Sometimes, we troops had to carry wood for the commander.

Recent reports from the pipeline area indicate that pipeline security battalions continue to participate in logging, and that the battalions have demanded forced labor from local people for the logging operations. As one villager noted:

Last year, we had to do logging for the Navy base [in the pipeline corridor] which they were repairing with wood. Our villagers have to travel far to get the logs, to get good ones we have to travel like a [full] days walk. Last time my husband spent two days to go and cut the logs. Not only getting logs but we also have to saw them into pieces of wood. Usually my husband and my oldest son...end up doing forced labor whenever it is our turn.
Other villagers have reported that they have been forced every month to conduct logging for pipeline security battalion 273, namely for Army Officer Tay Win and his associates.\textsuperscript{340} This forced labor was specifically directed at villagers who owned chain saws and/or buffalo. In certain pipeline villages, each owner of a chain saw is reportedly required to provide the Army with at least four tons of logs every month, and owners of buffalo are required to pull the logs out of the forest and to the nearby village. This type of labor, if voluntary and legal, would command approximately 40,000 kyat per ton of logs. Villagers are not compensated when they do this work for the pipeline security battalions, nor can they refuse the work.\textsuperscript{341}
Likewise, Army Officer Balay Nyi Nyi Soe from pipeline security battalion 282 has procured forced labor to collect logs at the LIB 282 compound along the pipeline corridor. Villagers are required to do this labor three days per month.342

Other villagers have explained to ERI that local people started to rely on logging for income because they had no other means for survival. It has been reported that the pipeline soldiers and Total attempted to stop all logging by local people, presumably because it was enterprise out of the control of the authorities:

It was hard for villagers to find a job to survive for their family; the soldiers ordered villagers not to do any farming or hunting near the pipeline area. In the past, some people did logging to survive but now they were stopped by the soldiers and Total. So, now it’s harder for some villagers in that they don’t know how to survive.343

Another villager reported how a foreign Total employee took all of the logs the villager had worked without pay to collect in hopes of earning some income for his family:

We logged for two months and got about 100 logs. After we logged a foreigner from Total came and took our logs and did not give us any money. We were supposed to sell those logs to [name withheld]. It was about 60 tons. We had sawed them by hand. We had collected them near the automobile road...The area where we do logging is Ya Pu, which is nearby. We had carried the logs by buffalo to take them to the roadside...We got no money. The owner of the buffalo got no money. [Name withheld] gave us a little food while we were doing it. It was taken by workers from the company. Before they took it they asked, ‘was this
logged by soldiers or villagers?’ We replied, ‘we did it because we have nothing to eat.’ That night they came with a truck and took the logs. We did not report it to anyone because the government took it and we could not do anything.344

Adding insult to injury, some villagers were not only forced to log trees for the authorities and restricted by Total and the Army from logging for their own financial gain, but they were forced by pipeline security battalions to plant trees in the pipeline corridor:

We had to plant teak trees along the road to Ye between mile markers 74 and 52. Each house had to plant 10 trees. The order came from LIB 409. The village head marked how far between the trees needed to be planted from each other and then the soldiers came to check if the people finished planting the trees. I myself had to do this near my house. It did not take that long, but we could not refuse to do it.345

c. Total-Supported Environmental Conservation Projects in the Yadana Pipeline Corridor

In recent years, Total has reportedly funded an environmental conservation group in the pipeline corridor that designated certain areas as environmentally protected. While such initiatives have the potential to make positive contributions and mitigate environmental issues, the way in which Total has established this conservation group has not achieved positive outcomes. Most significantly, the group was established without consulting local people, and as a consequence has had serious negative impacts. According to villagers, the group was founded by the local authorities, funded by Total, and employs ten people who are ethnic Burman and Mon.346 The disconnection between the group and the local populations is compounded by the fact that villagers report that the group is perceived as being connected to the Burmese authorities. As one villager commented:

There’s an environmental conservation group with an office based in Michuanglaung village. The group was founded by the government, and they wear clothes that look like police...They came here in 2006. This group doesn’t work with the socio-economic program, but they’re sometimes accompanied by soldiers.347
Moreover, the group has designated lands traditionally farmed by local people as protected areas. There was no community consultation, and villagers have been restricted from farming in these areas, causing problems to their livelihood and subsistence lifestyles. According to one farmer:

They did not give any support to the villagers when they made the area a protected forest. Since the villagers are not allowed to farm in the protected area, they face a lot of problems with livelihood. The SPDC made some plans to give some farmland to villagers but the villagers do not know when this will happen.\textsuperscript{148}

Another villager added:

The SPDC formed an environmental protection group in Michaunglaung and [now] does not allow [us] to do rotation plantation like before, and they did not give [alternative] land to people [in order] to do farming in the area. That is why we are living in a difficult situation.\textsuperscript{149}

In 2009, a villager told ERI:

We usually do highland farming but since the forest conservation group banned us from doing the farming we’ve faced hardships to survive. The hardships for us are that we can no longer clean land to grow rice except if we plant trees, such as hardwoods, and look after them. But we’re worried that if we have to do it over and over it’ll be hard for us. To look after rice is already time consuming for us but now that we have to look after the trees year round it will be a problem for us. And we also think that when these trees are grown the land will become the government’s property automatically and we’ll no longer have the land. Among the forest conservation group I think the Total company is also involved because we’ve seen the Total group participate in their meetings often. When we plant the trees among the rice we have to look after the bush, watering them always. So it becomes an issue that people don’t want to do it but we do not have a choice. For me, I have to do it because I don’t have a choice, unless I don’t want to survive.\textsuperscript{150}

Based on local testimonies, the conservation project appears to represent top-down environmental management, lacking inclusive local participation and negatively impacting local communities.
Conclusion

Total and Chevron have an exceedingly close relationship with the Burma Army, despite what they may claim to the general public, shareholders, investors, and policymakers. Not only have the companies enjoyed a historical connection with the Army since their project began in the early 1990s, but new evidence affirms the sordid partnership is ongoing and long term, and that it continues to result in severe and ongoing human rights abuses. These abuses, documented in detail by ERI and committed by the Burma Army and Navy providing security for the companies and the project, include widespread and systematic forced labor, violations of the rights to freedom of movement and property; extrajudicial killings, torture, and other forms of ill treatment.

The Yadana Project also continues to have adverse environmental impacts, which began with Total’s flawed environmental planning in the 1990s, as documented in this report. The environmental impact assessment (EIA) commissioned by Total in 1995, and publicly analyzed for the first time in this report, failed to include local peoples’ participation and failed to include a social impact assessment, despite the large influx of the Burma Army, construction workers, and ethnic Burmans.

Beyond the direct human rights and environmental impacts of the project, its financial impacts in the country have been staggering. Generating US$4.83 billion for the Burmese regime since commercial production on the Yadana Project began in 2000, Total and the Yadana consortium have proved to be a leading external factor contributing to the regime’s intransigence to political change. The Yadana Project has contributed to high-level corruption in as much as the military regime does not account for its gas revenue in the national budget, but instead stores it in two willing offshore banks in Singapore, according to confidential and reliable sources. As a result of the revenue, the Burmese regime can afford to ignore not only international calls for change, but also democratic demands from the people of Burma.

When confronted with these and other challenges in the past, Total consistently invoked its socio-economic program, whose efficacy has never been externally, independently, or quantitatively assessed by competent third-parties, or by the community themselves. Rather, ERI’s research and investigations suggests key elements of the program have had adverse consequences for people in the area.

In light of these facts and the profound impacts of the Yadana Project, EarthRights International emphasizes the following recommendations in this report.
Recommendations

To Total, Chevron, and PTTEP:

- Publish all payments made to the Burmese authorities throughout the life of the Yadana Project.
- Acknowledge a wider sphere-of-responsibility in the Yadana “pipeline corridor,” delineated by the impacts of the Burma Army pipeline security battalions.
- Work towards cessation of Burma Army security presence in the Yadana Project area. Publicly retract and explain Total’s untrue claims to have eradicated forced labor in the Yadana pipeline corridor, especially the statement on the Total website that falsely attributes this claim to the International Labour Organization.
- Direct local complaints of forced labor immediately to the International Labour Organization and not to Total’s “complaint boxes.”

To the International Community:

- Apply targeted multilateral pressure on Burma’s petroleum sector (oil and gas), including actions designed to restrict the State Peace and Development Council’s access to capital markets with regard to the natural gas revenue generated from the Yadana and Yetagun Gas Projects, and future revenue generated from the Shwe Gas Project. This should include targeted multilateral actions designed to restrict international transactions by individuals and institutions associated with the petroleum sector in Burma.
- Maintain and strengthen targeted restrictions on new investment in Burma’s petroleum (oil and gas), mining, timber, and hydropower sectors until a range of preconditions are firmly in place, including:
  - Full disclosure of all payments made to the State Peace and Development Council.
  - Reliable guarantees that large-scale development projects can proceed in Burma without an unreasonably high risk of adverse human rights impacts by the Burma Army providing security for the projects.
  - Reliable guarantees that local communities can participate freely in development decisions, including Free Prior and Informed Consent before projects commence.
  - Home-state access to justice for foreign victims of corporate-related human rights abuses.
- Enact and strengthen legal and other regulatory mechanisms that promote transparency, normative frameworks and harmonization across systems. The goals of such mechanisms must be to promote stability for corporations operating internationally, allow for corporate liability and accountability for complicity in abuses abroad, and enable access to justice for survivors of abuses abroad. Civil society organizations and citizens of these countries should advocate for legislation to create such mechanisms.
To Investors and Shareholders in Extractive Industry Companies in Burma:

- Actively engage companies about their investments, effects, and activities in Burma with clear and time oriented benchmark goals for improving corporate behavior.
- Support shareholder resolutions that promote policies and practices designed to improve: the promotion and protection of human rights, the environment, and the rule of law; revenue transparency and other forms of transparency; and the rights of indigenous peoples and affected communities, including the right of Free Prior and Informed Consent.
- Promote the goals and objectives of the Publish What You Pay campaign and the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative.

To Extractive Industry Companies Invested in or Considering Investment in Burma:

- Cease new investments or project construction until negative human rights and environmental impacts can be adequately mitigated or prevented, and until local communities provide Free Prior and Informed Consent to the projects. In particular, companies involved in the development of the Shwe Gas Project, including Daewoo International, Korea Gas Company, Gas Authority of India Ltd., ONGC Videsh, Chinese National Petroleum Company, PetroChina, and others should immediately cease all project-related work until all of the elements of these recommendations are implemented.
- Conduct independent, objective, and verifiable third-party environmental and human rights impact assessments before the initiation of any oil and gas projects in Burma; include the full and free participation of local people and make the entire assessments publicly available in local languages.
- Facilitate independent, verifiable, third-party human rights monitoring of existing projects.
- Recognize Free Prior and Informed Consent as an indigenous human right and consult objective and independent third parties to ensure the right is being respected in relation to the company’s proposed operations.
- Publish all payments made to the Burmese authorities.

To the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC)²:

- Abide by obligations under international law to respect fundamental human rights and environmental protection. Cease committing human rights abuses against the people in the Yadana pipeline region and throughout Burma, including an end to extrajudicial killings, sexual violence, torture, excessive force, arbitrary detentions and imprisonment, forced labor, and forced relocation.

²EarthRights International recognizes the Burmese military junta has failed to uphold even the most basic rights of the people of Burma, and thus have no expectation that the SPDC will implement any of these recommendations. Nonetheless, ERI believes it is important to note steps a minimally responsible government would take to begin to respect the fundamental rights of the people of Burma.
Respect and protect the Burmese peoples’ human right to participate in development decisions and the right, especially of Burma’s indigenous ethnic populations, to Free Prior and Informed Consent.

Grant unfettered access to independent third-parties to conduct secure, anonymous assessments, fact-finding, and monitoring of existing or planned development projects in Burma.

Adopt and implement the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative.

Addendum to Recommendations

EarthRights International (ERI) is not advocating for Total or Chevron to withdrawal from Burma. This position does not in any way imply an ethical endorsement of the companies’ presence in the country, nor does it imply a preferential option for the presence of western firms over Asian firms.\textsuperscript{351}

ERI opposes new investment or new projects in Burma’s extractive sectors at this time.\textsuperscript{352} Overwhelming evidence demonstrates that oil and gas projects in military-ruled Burma lead directly and indirectly to serious human rights and environmental impacts, both at the time of construction and for years proceeding. Participating in these projects requires a partnership with the SPDC, which is accused of committing crimes against humanity and war crimes against the people of Burma,\textsuperscript{353} and project security requires a partnership with the Burma Army, which routinely commits human rights abuses.

ERI continues to work to promote and protect human rights and the environment in Burma. Total and Chevron continue to be linked to serious human rights abuses in Burma committed by pipeline security battalions and continue to refuse key elements of corporate responsibility related to their operations in Burma, such as revenue transparency. ERI therefore reiterates the preceding recommendations.
APPENDIX A:
Yadana Gas Revenue Calculations, 2000-2008

EarthRights International (ERI) estimates that the Yadana Project has generated approximately US$7.58 billion in revenue since the Yadana Project began commercial production in 2000. After a 30% tax imposed by the SPDC and production costs (estimated at 10% by ERI, based on media reports), Total has earned approximately US$483 million from the Yadana Project, Chevron approximately US $437 million, and PTTEP approximately US$394 million. The State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) has earned approximately US$4.83 billion from the Yadana Gas Project since commercial production began in 2000. This appendix is intended for the technical reader and explains in detail how ERI calculated the aggregate Yadana gas revenue and the approximate amount of profits for each of the consortium members and the SPDC, by year from 2000 to 2008.

It is noteworthy that the annual and total project revenues do not add up to annual and total project income because a cost of production is deducted from total project income before any revenues are taken. Based on media reports, ERI estimated this cost of production to be 10% of total project income.

The following sections include the basic formula for calculating the Yadana Project revenue, the way in which the revenue is divided between the consortium and the SPDC, and a summary sheet of the overall calculations from 2000 to 2008. More detailed calculations on a yearly basis are available from EarthRights International.

Calculating Yadana Project Revenue
Formula: normal price x daily energy output x days = project income

\[ \$/\text{mmBTU} \times \text{mmBTU/day} \times \text{days/yr} = \$/\text{yr} \]

normal price = \[3\left(0.2\left(I_y/170.036\right) + 0.2\left(\text{OM}_y/117.711\right) + 0.5\left(F_y/15.50\right)\right)\]

Iy is US Consumer Price Index (CPI-U) averaged over preceding 6 months. OMy is US Producer Price Index for Oil Field and Gas Field Machinery averaged over preceding 6 months. Fy is price of Singapore Fuel Oil 180 CST 2.0% averaged over preceding 6 months.

- Calculate two normal prices for each year, one for first six months (using Iy, OM, Fy of last six months of preceding year) and one for second six months (using data from first six months of current year).
- Find average daily gas output of Yadana in millions of cubic feet per day (mmscfd, mmcfd, mmcf/day).
- Average daily gas output x 712 BTU/cf* = average daily energy output (mmBTU/day) (*712 BTU/cf is the heating value of Yadana gas).
- Average daily energy output x normal price = daily sales
  you should calculate two daily sales values, one for first half of year and
  one for second half, because you have two normal prices.
- Daily sales first 6 mo. x 181 days + daily sales second 6 mo. x 184 days =
  project income.

How to divide the revenues between the consortium members and the
SPDC:
1. Subtract 10% production costs from the amount of the revenue (by year or
   aggregate).
2. The SPDC takes a 10% royalty.
3. MOGE takes a 66% PSC share (this varies slightly).
   Total - 31.25%, PTTEP - 25.5%.
5. The SPDC taxes all contractors 30% (except MOGE).
6. The SPDC share = royalty + PSC Share + 15% MOGE share + taxes.
7. The SPDC takes its domestic gas consumption in kind from its share
   (i.e. subtract the price of domestic consumption).
## Summary Sheet: A

**EarthRights International**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Project Income</th>
<th>SPDC Revenue</th>
<th>Chevron Revenue</th>
<th>Total Revenue</th>
<th>PTTEP Revenue</th>
<th>Sum of Revenues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>127.39</td>
<td>79.57</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>12.89</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>114.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>407.65</td>
<td>257.20</td>
<td>36.47</td>
<td>40.31</td>
<td>32.90</td>
<td>366.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>567.90</td>
<td>345.57</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>52.64</td>
<td>42.97</td>
<td>488.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>666.35</td>
<td>448.33</td>
<td>37.18</td>
<td>41.09</td>
<td>33.54</td>
<td>560.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>766.13</td>
<td>513.47</td>
<td>40.34</td>
<td>44.59</td>
<td>36.40</td>
<td>634.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>860.01</td>
<td>572.67</td>
<td>45.86</td>
<td>50.68</td>
<td>41.38</td>
<td>710.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1189.33</td>
<td>797.11</td>
<td>62.62</td>
<td>69.21</td>
<td>56.50</td>
<td>985.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1294.63</td>
<td>795.50</td>
<td>66.13</td>
<td>73.09</td>
<td>59.66</td>
<td>994.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1696.92</td>
<td>1017.09</td>
<td>89.25</td>
<td>98.64</td>
<td>80.52</td>
<td>1285.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum:</td>
<td>7576.31</td>
<td>4826.50</td>
<td>437.13</td>
<td>483.14</td>
<td>394.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost of Production</th>
<th>Burma’s domestic gas consumption</th>
<th>Revenues + production costs + domestic consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>129.46</td>
<td>170.80</td>
<td>1294.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169.69</td>
<td>241.73</td>
<td>1696.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## USEFUL INFORMATION

**US MILLIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Project Income</th>
<th>Gas Output (mmscfd)</th>
<th>Normal Price ($/bbl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>127.39</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>$3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>407.65</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>$3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>567.90</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>$3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>666.35</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>$4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>766.13</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>$4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>860.01</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>$5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1189.33</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>$6.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1294.63</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1696.92</td>
<td>702*</td>
<td>$10.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*from PTTEP, all others from Total

**Source:** EarthRights International

### Yadana Project Revenues 2000-2008

![Graph showing Yadana Project Revenues 2000-2008](graph.png)
NOTES ON GRAPH:
(Opposite Page - Yadana Project Revenues)

- Annual profits of PTTEP, Total, and Chevron were calculated after the SPDC took 30% in taxes
- There is also a 10% production cost deducted before any revenues are calculated, adding this 10% cost to the four revenues gives the total project income
- Under the PSC, the SPDC gets a variable share of the revenue

SPDC revenue (in order that they are applied):
10% royalty (after 10% costs of production has been deducted)
MOGE share under PSC (usually 66%)
15% MOGE contractor share
30% tax on other consortium members

Production Sharing Contract:

EC = E x IO/I

EC is inflation-adjusted price

If EC ≤ 2.9, then the highest allocation scale applies (MOGE share 66%)*

E is Normal Price

IO is U.S. Consumer Price Index averaged over last 3 months of 1991

I is U.S. Consumer Price Index averaged over 3 months of most recent quarter

Export Gas Sales Agreement:

Normal Price = P1[0.2(Iy/I) + 0.2 (OMy/OM) + 0.5(Fy/F) + 0.1]

**normal price is used to calculate total project income**

P1 is $3/mmBTU

Iy is U.S. Consumer Price Index* averaged over preceding six months

I is 170.036

OMy is U.S. Producer Price Index* averaged over preceding six months

OM is 117.711

Fy is price of Singapore Fuel Oil* averaged over preceding six months and converted to $US/barrel

F is $15.50/barrel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allocation Scales</th>
<th>EC ≤ 2.9</th>
<th>2.6 &lt; EC &lt; 2.9</th>
<th>EC ≥ 2.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOGE Share:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First 300 mmscfd</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40% + 20% (EC-2.6)/0.3</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next 300 mmscfd</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>55% + 15% (EC-2.6)/0.3</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next 300 mmscfd</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>75% + 5% (EC-2.6)/0.3</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 900 mmscfd</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Total] Open Letter to EarthRights International in Response to its April 29, 2008 Report

May 5, 2008

Total has read the report* published by EarthRights International (ERI) on April 29, 2008 on the Yadana Project in Myanmar. While we share ERI’s desire to see living conditions improve for the people of Myanmar, we strongly repudiate the allegations made against the gas consortium as a result of ERI’s wrongly linking the Yadana Project and human rights abuses.

It is unfortunate that ERI did not feel it necessary to contact us to discuss the situation relating to human rights in the pipeline corridor. If it had done so, serious errors of fact, mix-ups and guilt-by-association allusions would have been avoided.

The report merely contents itself with reiterating criticisms concerning the supposed ineffectiveness of the socio-economic programs introduced by the gas project partners more than ten years ago. Moreover, the report includes testimony related to human rights abuses, most of which occurred outside the consortium’s host region. A number of the allegations made would be difficult to verify, because ERI does not specify places, dates and names in combination.

Because we are in daily contact with the villagers in the pipeline corridor, we hear of any human rights abuses immediately and ensure that they are corrected. Unacceptable practices are systematically reported and the perpetrators are prosecuted. This was the case of the soldiers found guilty of the rape committed near the village of Zinba in 2005, as mentioned in the report.

Similarly, Total is attentive to the local population and regularly expresses its deep concerns about forced labor. The pipeline corridor is by and large free of this intolerable practice, as confirmed by independent reports.
Lastly, we would like to point out that the people living in the pipeline corridor - whose numbers have increased significantly over the last ten years - want us to stay on and continue our socio-economic initiatives. There is also a contradiction in the ERI report, which calls for the joint venture to suspend operations, but also to step up its social and economic activities. This would seem to tacitly acknowledge that they benefit the villagers.

We suggest that you consult the report published on April 30, 2008 by the CDACollaborative Learning Projects, Inc. (see http://www.cdainc.com), an independent organization whose main concern is improving the living conditions of the people of Myanmar. Such an improvement requires that responsible companies remain nearby, enabling villagers to benefit from the education, health and economic programs that they would be deprived of if EarthRights International’s recommendations were acted on.

The ERI report claims to be a reasoned argument in favor of Myanmar’s economic isolation, which has already had serious repercussions on ordinary citizens without altering the political situation one iota. The report is designed to force responsible companies to withdraw from the country, without taking into account the negative impact that withdrawal would have on the people of Myanmar. Total will continue its operations in Myanmar which help to improve living standards there.

Email Correspondence between ERI Legal Director Marco Simons and Total Management, May 9, 2008

From: Marco Simons  
Date: Fri, May 9, 2008 at 12:19 PM  
Subject: Total’s open letter to EarthRights International  
To: Total

We would certainly be happy to engage in dialogue with Total over the substance of the situation in the pipeline region. In particular, although your letter references multiple factual errors in our report, it specifically identifies only one: that the soldiers guilty of the rape in Zinba in 2005 were prosecuted. If you have documentation of this, please send it to us as soon as possible and we will include it in future editions of our report. If you have documentation of any other errors, please send it along as well.

With respect to your observation that we do not include identifying information for many of the incidents, obviously we do not do so due to the genuine fear of reprisals against those who speak with human rights investigators.

We may prepare a more formal response at some point, but we wanted get[sic] any information you may have in contradiction to our report as soon as possible so that we may incorporate it in future printings.

Sincerely,

Marco Simons  
Legal Director  
EarthRights International (ERI)
Email Correspondence between ERI Legal Director Marco Simons and Total Vice President of Public Affairs Jean-Francois Lassalle, May 28, 2008

From: Marco Simons  
Date: Wed, May 28, 2008 at 11:42 AM  
Subject: Re: Meeting w. Total in NY  
To: Jean-Francois Lassalle  
Mr. Lassalle--  
Thank you for letting me know. Please do send along any documentation that you may have, as we requested.

Sincerely,  

Marco Simons  
Legal Director  
EarthRights International (ERI)

At 10:01 AM 5/28/2008, Jean-Francois Lassalle wrote:

Dear Mr. Simons,

This mail to [sic] inform you that, due to other obligations linked to the relief operations after Nargis, I have to cancel my stay in NY on June 3rd and so, won’t be able to meet you then.

Regrets and best regards,

Jean-François Lassalle  
Total - E&P Vice President Public Affairs
June 12, 2009

Dear Mr. Lassalle,

As you may be aware, EarthRights International (ERI) is a nonprofit, nongovernmental organization focusing on the intersection between the environment and human rights. Part of our work involves documenting human rights violations and environmental abuses associated with oil and gas projects in Burma and we have released numerous reports on conditions around your company’s Yadana Project. These reports are based on our continuous presence and fact-finding in the pipeline region and refugee camps along the Thai- Burma border.

ERI is preparing a new report on the Yadana Gas Project in Burma. The report explores human rights abuses in the area of the Yadana Project, the third party assessments of the Yadana Project commissioned by Total, and the effectiveness of the socio-economic programs in the pipeline corridor.

We are writing to ensure that our report reflects the most current activities and impacts of your company in Burma. In April 2008, ERI released the report *The Human Cost of Energy: Chevron’s Continuing Role in Financing Oppression and Profiting from Human Rights Abuses in Military-Ruled Burma*. On May 5, 2008 Total issued an Open Letter to ERI repudiating ERI’s findings and suggesting that if ERI had contacted Total prior to the report’s release, errors that Total claims to have found in the report could have been avoided. ERI Legal Director Marco Simons contacted you personally via email on May 9, 2008 and again on May 28, 2008 requesting from Total a clarification on any substantive errors in the report. ERI did not receive a response to either request. Further, Mr. Simons was scheduled to meet with you in person in New York in June 2008, but you cancelled that meeting in an email to Mr. Simons.

We hope that your company will respond to the below questions. In order to ensure that your responses to these questions are included in our forthcoming report, we ask that you please respond before June 24, 2009.

Could you please provide responses and clarify:
➢ Have any third parties objectively and independently tested the quantitative claims of success made by your company with respect to the socio-economic program? If so, could you please identify the assessing party and share with ERI the results of these independent quantitative studies?

➢ Total claims to have eradicated forced labor in the Yadana pipeline corridor. Could please provide details of instances of forced labor you have responded to? When and where did the instance of abuse occur? To whom did you seek recourse or preventative action, and how? What was the result of your response to reports of forced labor?

➢ Has Total investigated the possibility that the company’s presence has created an increased demand for forced labor in villages surrounding the as-defined pipeline corridor? If so, will you please provide details or the conclusion of this investigation?

➢ On your website your company claims that, “according to the ILO, the only region in the country in which forced labor has ceased is the area in which the Yadana gas pipeline was built” (http://burma.total.com/en/contexte/p_1_1.htm). Will you please verify which representative from the International Labour Organization (ILO) made this statement and when? Please provide a direct quote from the ILO, if possible.

➢ Please provide information about how many complaints of forced labor you have received in the village “complaint boxes”? Our research indicates that the complaint boxes may no longer exist. Can you please corroborate whether that is true? If they no longer exist, can you please inform us as to why?

➢ Can you please explain what specific criteria you use to determine which villages fall within your sphere-of-responsibility in the pipeline region?

➢ If any elements of the socio-economic program have been cancelled, please specify which elements have been cancelled, where, and why? Is this information reflected on your website and in your communications with the general public and shareholders?

➢ Can you please clarify the status of the chicken and pig programs initiated as part of the socio-economic program?

Thank you very much in advance for your reply and attention to these questions. In your reply, please also feel free to include any other information that you feel may be relevant.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ka Hsaw Wa
Executive Director
EarthRights International (ERI)
www.earthrights.org
Dear Mr. Ka Hsaw Wa,

We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated June 12th whereby you ask Total to provide particulars about various issues relating to our activities in the Yadana pipeline area.

We appreciate your interest for our operations and our socio economic programs in Myanmar. As you well know, the situation in Myanmar is very complex and we think it is of major importance to deal with organisations or experts who share our desire to improve the lives of these populations.

We think it is important to assess our activities based on a rigorous and adequate process, establishing facts to be further used with the purpose of measuring the impacts of our socio economic and environmental programs in Myanmar and making them as positive as possible for the neighbouring populations. On our part, we definitely continue to listen closely to the voices of the local communities and to integrate this feedback into our activities.

Unfortunately, our past experience with ERI compels us to note that your reports, as those mentioned in your correspondence, tend to present allegations as facts. In a recent past, we have expressed our regrets that ERI didn't crosscheck their information with ours, prior to its publication.

We also found it disconcerting that facts reported by ERI as having occurred in villages located outside the Yadana pipeline area (such as Law Ther's or Shin La Pi's) were included in your critical study against our partner Chevron ("The Human Cost of Energy) and presented as related to Yadana's activities. From this, it appears that your interest is in showing the situation at its worst, rather than welcoming changes that actually make people's lives better in the area of your concern.
Finally, we do feel concerned by the lack of balanced information which emanates from your reports. Although you say you are well informed about the situation in the pipeline area, you do not mention the work performed by our socio economic teams on the ground nor the overall improvement of living conditions for the 50,000 villagers around our operations, which is acknowledged by people who live in and visit the area.

In the light of the above, we have to consider that you are more interested in harassing our companies, in line with a divestment agenda, than in a real dialogue on how to improve people’s lives. You will understand that such agenda is thus incompatible with our desire to contribute to the improvement of our neighbours’ daily lives through our effective presence and to prepare the future of this country.

For these reasons, we will not answer your questions in this letter. However, we take them seriously and, as far as we can answer them, will adjust our website in the coming weeks so that it can publicly address these issues.

Besides, we remain open to discuss with you, case by case, and prior to any publication, allegations on Human Rights abuses you may have heard of, so that we can do our part to solve them in the very interest of the populations concerned, as we are already doing in line with our commitment to uphold internationally proclaimed human rights in the scope of our activities in our areas of operations.

I remain at your disposal to examine possible cases with you.

Yours faithfully,

Jean-François Lassalle

Total - Vice President Public Affairs E&P
No evidence exists that suggests significant oil and gas projects can proceed in Burma without serious human rights and environmental violations. Companies involved in Burma’s extractive industries are required to rely on the notorious Burma Army for project security, and various locations in Burma are subject to full-fledged armed conflict between the Burma Army and ethnic armed groups, or ongoing tension between these groups. Local participation in development decisions is virtually non-existent. Beyond the human rights and environmental risks that new projects thus pose to communities in Burma, also unassailable are the unreasonably high material and reputation risks to oil companies and shareholders.

These risks include potential litigation, the possibility of expropriation of assets by the Burmese authorities, a difficulty in future asset sales, the potential for physical sabotage by one of the several and formidable non-state armies in Burma, and serious reputation risks that come with partnering with the Burmese military regime.

Other risks include abusive tax measures by the Burmese regime, abusive trade restrictions inhibiting the investment, abusive regulatory restrictions, and volatile exchange rate fluctuations. Companies can expect to face investor concerns, which could result in a removal of company stock from funds or a large scale sell-off of holdings in the company as well as targeted campaign by activist and local community groups. Companies may also face anti-money laundering sanctions, foreign corrupt practices sanctions, as well as violations of accounting standards.

These risks may damage a company’s long-term returns in a number of ways and threaten shareholder value. They would presumably be a significant factor in any responsible company’s risk assessment and investment decisions.
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